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CONSULTING ENGINEERS

(I) Bank's Interest in Consulting Engineers

The Bank's operations and activities are concerned with

consulting engineers in the following ways:

1. Consulting engineers employed by the Bank to assist in -

a. Project appraisal

b. End use supervision

2. Consulting engineers employed jointly by the Bank and a

member country;

3. Consulting engineers employed by borrowers for -

a. Preliminary investigations and project reports

b. Design and supervision of projects

4. Consulting engineers employed in member countries in

connection with operations not financed by the Bank.

(II) Different Tvoes of Consulting Engineers

Consulting engineers may, in general, be divided into the

following categories:

A. Firms of professional consulting engineers

B. Firms of consulting engineers who also undertake functions

performed by contractors

C. Firms of consulting engineers associated with or owned by

contractors or manufacturers

D. Contractors with design offices which offer services as

consulting engineers
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E. manufacturers of specialized plant with design offices which

offer services as consulting engineers

F. Commercial operating organizations or nationalized industries

undertaking work as consulting engineers.

Firms in Category (A) are in general nearly always members of the

various Associations of Consulting Engineers in the countries of which

they are based. All these Associations define a consulting engineer as

a person possessing the necessary qualifications to practise in one or

more of the various branches of engineering, who devotes himself to

advising the public on engineering matters or to designing and super-

vising the construction of engineering works and for such purposes

occupies and employs his own office and staff, either solely or in

conjunction with another consulting engineer and is not directly or

indirectly concerned or interested in commercial or manufacturing

interests such as would tend to influence his exercise of independent

professional judgement in the matters upon which he advises. The first

and primary duty of the consulting engineer is to safeguard the interest

of the client and to ensure a sound engineering job at minimum cost.

Long experience has shown that this can only be achieved if the contractor

as well as the client has confidence in the impartiality and fairness

of those responsible for the design and supervision of the job. There

are two risks to guard against, - first, actions by the contractor to

the detriment of the client, such as excessive costs or inferior work,

and secondly, though not so common, unfair treatment of the contractor

by the client, such as failure to pay legitimate claims or the issuing

of unwise, misleading or contradictory instructions. Where the relations

between the client and contractor become unsatisfactory for any of the

reasons mentioned above, the job is bound to suffer and in the long run
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the client is the loser. It is to avoid such difficulties that there

has been evolved gradually the client-consultant-contractor relationship

which long experience has proved to be extremely effective. In this

relationship, the consulting engineer stands between client and contractor

and ensures efficient and fair treatment of both parties, as well as

providing the best possible engineering advice. A consulting engineer,

therefore, is one who, through special training, broad experience,

proven ability and professional integrity, brings to his client technical

advice of the highest quality in the fields where he practises as an

expert. In all matters under the terms of reference of his appointment,

he acts as the client's representative and carries out the project to

the best of his ability and in the best interests of his client. Firms

of conulting engineers with these high ethical standards are not and

cannot almays be employed for any particular project and consulting

engineers in the other categories listed above may be vsed. Firms in

Category (B) are mostly professional consulting engineers who, however,

undertake functions which would not permit them to be members of one

of the Associations of Consulting Engineers. Frequently they are firms

of high ethical standards and can generally be regarded as being as

suitable as firms in Category (A), so long as their individual limitations

are recognized.

Consulting engineers under Categories (C), (D) and (E) are not

independent and free, and are usually more concerned with their shareholders

than their client. They have in fact to effect a compromise between the

best interests of their shareholders and the best interests of their

client in an effort to keep both satisfied. In general, the only effective

way for a client to safeguard his own interests in employing Categories

(C) and (D) as consulting engineers is to stipulate at the commencement



that, if acting as consulting engineers, they will not be permitted

to tender subsequently for the construction work. Such a condition

would also in general apply to Category (E) but cases arise in which

firms under this category are the only possible designers of some

specific type of plant or equipment. In such cases, where a specialized

manufacturer, acting as consulting engineer for a project, is also to

supply plant and equipment or to be permitted to tender for plant and

equipment, some safeguard can be obtained by having the project checked

or supervised by an independent consulting engineer who still may not

be capable himself of carrying out the complete specialized designs. An

excellent example of the dangers of using classifications (D) and (E)

as consulting engineers has recently come to light in the case of a

country which permitted a firm of manufacturers to act as consulting

engineers for the designs and preparation of specifications for a water

supply project. As a result of certain complaints, an independent

consulting engineer was brought in to report on the plans and specifications

which had been drawn up. A copy of this report is attached hereto as

Atmendix I.

Category (F) is self-explanatory and such organizations are usually

confined to surveys and project appraisals. It is unusual and usually

unsatisfactory to a client for such organizations to be used for complete

design and supervision of a project.

(III) Selection of Consulting Engineers

Consulting engineering firms who are members of the professional

Associations of Consulting Engineers are prevented by the rules of their

Association from knowingly entering into competition for selection of

consulting engineers on a competitive price basis. Such price competition

is also expressly forbidden in most of the national professional institutions
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of engineers such as the American Society of Civil Engineers and the

Institution of Civil Engineers of England. It is not only wrong

professionally but is not in the best interests of the client. This

concept is well set out in an article by William Carey, until recently

Executive Secretary of the American Society of Civil Engineers. This

article appeared in the May 1954 issue of "Civil Engineering" and a

copy is attached hereto as Aixendix II. Competitive bidding for professional

services on a fee basis places a premium on inefficiency and incompetency.

Cheap design nearly always means high construction costs. This does not

mean that price of engineering services should be neglected in negotiations

for the selection of a consulting engineer but qualifications other than

the cost of fees should carry most of the weight in selection of professional

services. In making inquiries from consulting engineering firms, therefore,

for their possible use for professional services, certain questions should

be asked and the answers to these questions should forru the main basis

in the selection of consulting engineers, rather than the fees which they

may require for undertaking the work. There are a number of questions

which in general should always be asked in considering the selection of

a firm of consulting engineers:

1. What are the qualifications of the firm for undertaking the

project in question?

2. What classes of work have they undertaken in the past?

3. What size staff do they employ and what volume of work have

they on hand at the time in question?

4. In what countries have they worked?

5. What staff would they propose to assign to the present project?

6. What are the qualifications of each of the staff?

7. How would they propose to tackle the job?
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8. What would be their time schedule for the work contemplated?

9. What items of work or investigation would they cover?

10. Lastly, - what fees would they charge?

On the basis of the answers to all these questions, the selected

consulting engineer should be required by the client to present himself

in order that the client may appraise his general character and demeanour

and discuss with him the project in general, so that he may finally

negotiate an agreement with him for the work in question.

The safest and best procedure for an owner or client to adopt in

the appointment of his consulting engineers is as follows:

(1) To prepare a list from personal knowledge or recommendations

by qualified sources, such as other employers or engineering

societies, of firms of consulting engineers considered suitable

for the project in question.

(2) To invite the firms on that list to submit their qualifications,

experience and capacity for undertaking the project on behalf

of the client.

(3) To select from these proposals one or more consulting engineers

to be interviewed.

(4) To determine which one of the consulting engineers interviewed

is best qualified for the particular engagement under consideration.

(5) To negotiate with the consulting engineer so selected for

services of the nature and extent required. The reasonableness

of the fees to be charged may be checked from personal knowledge

or from other employers or engineering societies.

(6) To enter into an agreement with the consulting engineers

selected on the basis of the negotiations for the services
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required. Engagements involving preliminary investigations and reports

should comit the consulting engineer to limiting fees in case addit-

ional engineering services are required at a later date on the same

project.

As a further safeguard, the Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs Conseils

or International Federation of Consulting Engineers, commonly called F.I.D.I.C.

is always ready and willing to give advice on the selection and appointment

of professional firms of consulting engineers.

(IV)Duties of Consulting Engineers

It is worthwhile explaining in general terms the normally accepted duties

of a consulting engineer. When a project is conceived by an authority or

industrialist, many factors connected with the scheme may be unknown. It may,

.br instance, be desired to store water on a monsoon-fed river for irrigation

and power generation purposes. Before even the most preliminary designs can

be made, many data mu3t be collected, and if the authority does not have the

personnel available, the study of the whole scheme could be handed over to

consulting engineers.

If the preliminary investigation indicates the practicability of the

scheme, and it is decided to proceed with further investigations, it would be

the duty of the consultants to carry out ground surveys for the structures and

buildings, or arrange on behalf of the client for test borings, trial pits,

test piling, etc. and for the supply of any models and other investigations

which may be required. They would select the best type of civil works or

buildings and the correct pressure for boilers and generating plant, the most

suitable types of water turbines or other plant and machinery. In fact, they

would advise on all matters connected with the scheme.

On the result of the tests and investigations, the consulting engineers

would be able to complete the Project Report from which the final

decision would be taken regarding actual construction work. When

the Project Report is accepted and the consulting engineers appointed



for the complete scheme, it is their duty to draw up all detail plans,

designs and specifications, as well as the forms of tender and conditions

of contract.

The consulting engineers would advertise or negotiate on behalf of

the client for tenders and on receipt of them would advise the client as

to the most acceptable offer. On the appointment of a contractor, the

consultants would approve the contractor's working drawings, inspect the

plant during manufacture, and supervise all the work during construction.

Finally, when the works are completed, they would carry out the taking-

over tests, certify their correctness, and hand over the completed job

to the clients ready for normal operation. After the construction work

is completed, they would, if required, assist the client during the

preliminary operational stages.

Thus the consulting engineers relieve the client of all the detailed

engineering work during the construction period and so enable him to

concentrate on building up the permanent organization which will be

required for operating the works when completed. They do, however,

carry out their work in collaboration with the client so as to ensure

that the completed works are such as to fulfil his requirements.

Where the client is engaged on large-scale operations embracing

a regular programme of construction extending over many years, it is,

of course, usual for the client to have a permanent engineering

organization and for the consulting engineers to be brought in for special

advice and to deal with certain of the larger schemes which might otherwise

overtax the resources of the client's permanent organization. In this

event, the consulting engineers naturally maintain close collaboration

with the client's chief engineer and his staff throughout the progress of
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the work and in particular consult with them on all major questions of

design and placing of contracts.

The services rendered by consulting engineers are a necessary part

of any engineering undertaking. That is to say, these services have to

be carried out whether consulting engineers are employed or not. Consequently,

the cost of these services is an inevitable part of the cost of the job.

Long experience has shown that in most cases these costs are greater if

the work is undertaken by the promoter of the project, since he does

not have the special experience or organization necessary for such duties.

If the work is undertaken by the contractor, the extra cost will appear

in the contract price, with the disadvantage that the client is very

largely in the contractor's hands, and the work is inevitably designed

and organized to meet the contractor's commitments. The consulting

engineer, on the other hand, has built up his organization with the

primary object of providing such services in the most efficient and

impartial manner at the lowest possible cost.

Consulting engineering is a profession, just as those of medicine,

the law, architecture, etc., and its members are bound by codes of

conduct and professional etiquette.

The employment of consulting engineers is not peculiar to any one

part of the world. In most countries, their value and duties are well

known, and even though the large railway companies, dock authorities,

electricity supply authoritis, manufacturing firms and Government Public

Works Departments have their own trained engineers for normal work, the

broader experience and specialist knowledge of consulting engineers is

often called upon when major new schemes are launched. This may be

compared with the normal practice in the medical profession of obtaining

a second opinion or of calling in a specialist.
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It should be appreciated by the client that the consulting engineer

is just as interested as the client in early completion of the work,

since the later the completion, the heavier the overhead charges which

the engineer has to face. The greater the time to complete the works,

the greater is the financial strain on the engineer, but his extensive

experience generally enables many pitfalls to be avoided which might

otherwise lengthen the construction period. It is in all these ways that

a consulting engineer can render services to his client and act in his

best interests, where others undertaking the same work cannot be of

the same value to the client.

(V) Terms of Reference

Wherever possible, terms of reference covering what the consulting

engineer is required to do should be given to him at the time that he is

asked to put forward his proposals. These terms of reference will vary

from project to project, but in general many of the terms will be required

in a similar form in all projects, but separate terms of reference will

be required for -

1. Preliminary investigations and project reports;

2. Designs, specifications, preparation of contract documents

and supervision.

It is possible to draw up model lists of these terms of reference which

are mainly of general application to all jobs, providing it is borne in

mind that not all items are applicable to every job.

1. Preliminary investigat q;s and Project reports -

a. General consultation with client as to his requirements;

b. Preliminary site surveys, such as may be necessary for the

purpose of the project report;
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c. Investigation of all available data or information relating

to the proposed works;

d. Advice to the client as to the necessity for special inves-

tigations of conditions of subsoil, tide or weather;

e. Arranging for the carrying out of such bore holes, test piles,

trial pits, soundings, marine or hydrological investigations

as may be necessary;

f. Interpretation of the results of such investigations;

g. Preparation of sketch plans, showing the project in general

outline;

h. Preparation of market studies;

i. Preparation of traffic studies;

j. Investigation and recommendatins on proposed or existing

management;

k. Preparation of economic study of the project;

1. Consideration and recommendation on operation of the project

when completed;

m. Consideration of commercial feasibility of the project;

n. Estimates of cost of construction;

o. Estimates of time schedules and programs for construction;

p. Proposed rates for operation;

q. Consideration of international boundaries where applicable;

r. Consideration of essociated works necessary, such as temporary

housing, access roads;

s. Consideration of compensations which may be payable, such as

for flooding land;

t. Recommendations on purchase or acquisition of land;
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u. Consultation with any architect or other advisor appointed

by the client in regard to architectural treatment or other

features of the works.

2. Designs secifications. preparation of contract documents and

supervision -

a. Preparation of detailed site surveys;

b. The making of designs, drawings, specifications and preparing

schedules or bills of quantities;

c. The preparing of conditions of contract, forms of tender and

invitations to tender and submitting these fcr approval and

decision by the client;

d. Advising the client as to lists of tenderers.

e. Advising the client as to tenders, tenderers, prices and

estimates for the carrying out of the works;

f. Advising as to the preparation of the contract relating to

accepted tenders;

g. Preparing any further plans, designs and contracts necessary

for the carrying out of the works;

h. Examining and approving contractors' and manufacturers' details;

i. Making arrangements on behalf of the client for the inspection

and testing during manufacture of such materials and plant as

are usually inspected and tested;

J. Issuing instructions to contractors and manufacturers and

generally supervising the execution of the works;

k. Providing time schedules and progress reportb;

1. Providing forecasts of funds required;

m. Issuing of certificates for payments to contractors and

manufacturers;
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n. Supervising acceptance tests on site;

o. Assisting in settling disputes or differences that may arise

between the client and contractors excepting litigation and

arbitration;

p. Providing the client on completion of the works with such

record drawings as are necessary for operation and maintenance;

q. Assisting the client in organizing management;

r. Assisting the client on putting the project into operation

and organizing and training an operating staff.

(VI)Fees for Consulting Engineers

The remuneration of the consulting engineers for the performance

of their service as outlined above can be made in a variety of ways.

Two or more methods may be combined in any project and fees should be

agreed beforehand to suit each particular case. The following are

the bases usually employed:

(1) Percentage of cost. (Fee based on a percentage of actual

cost of work contemplated or constructed.)

(2) Fixed lump sum fee

(3) Cost plus a fixed fee

(4) Daily or hourly rates

(5) Cost plus basis where scope of work is difficult to determine

(6) Retainer fees

The decision concerning the acceptable method of computing fees

on a particular job necessitates consideration of various important

items, each of which has a bearing on the agreement for service to be

entered into between the engineer and his client, as each agreement

should be drawn to meet specific conditions. The following description
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of each of these methods of calculating fees is taken 
from the Yanual

of Professional Practice of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

but is applicable to all consulting engineers generally throughout

the world.

Percentage of Cost of Work

Compensation based on a percentage of the final net cost of construction

is the usual and most convenient method,

If the services cover only estimating and design or if the construction

is postponed or cancelled, compensation is based on the estimated construction

cost as determined by the Engineer.

Cost of work constitutes the adtual total construction cost in

place, including labor, materials, equipment, etc., but excluding the

engineering cost. Also excluded as items of "net cost" are the cost

of financing, commissions, cost of real estate, legal and other similar

expense.

Fixed Lump-Sum Fee

Compensation under this method is usually arrived at by negotiation

in which the amount of the fixed lump sum may be deterrined by either

of two methods. In the first and preferable method, the lump sum fee is

determined by applying a percentage to the estimated construction cost,

and stating the result as a lump sum.

The second method may be used in cases where the estimated construction

cost is difficult to determine but where the client desires to develop

a lump sum fee for the engineering service required. In this method,

the lump sum fee is the sum of the following three items:

a. Estimated direct payroll costs.

b. Estimated overhead costs as defined (page 16),

C. A surcharge on the total of (a) and (b) above of not less than 50%

of that total representing compensation and profit to the engineer.
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In addition, the engineer should be reimbursed for all travel,

subsistence and other out-of-pocket expenses directly chargeable to the

work. In instances where unusual specialized skill and judgment are

required, the above method plus a per diem is recommended.

Under this method, the agreement should include a stated time limit

for the performance of the services and a provision for additional

compensation for changes required to be made after preliminary plans have

been approved. Further provision should be made for equitable adjustment

in compensation in case the original project is expanded or reduced in

scope.

Cost Plus a Fixed Fee

For many civil engineering projects, the engineer is required to

start work before the scope of the project can be accurately defined and

estimated. This indeterminate project scope generally results from the

requirement for special studies, research or experimental work, preparation

of estimates for alternate types of construction, etc.

For this type of project, the cost plus a fixed fee method offers

a satisfactory basis for performing such service.

Under cost plus fixed fee agreements the engineer is reimbursed for

the direct cost of services, supplies, etc., including:

a. Salaries of engineers, designers, draftsmen and other technical

employees engaged on the project.

b. Drafting, clerical and stenographic expenses and supplies.

c. Blueprinting, photostating, printing and other reproduction costs.

d. Telephone, telegraph and postage expenses.

e. Travel and living expenses of principals and other employees

on business connected with the project.

f. The cost of any other items directly chargeable to the work or

agreed to be included at the time the agreement is made.
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If the services are performed in the engineer's home office, the

applicable indirect or overhead expenses of the engineer are properly

added to the direct costs. Overhead is generally computed as a percentage

of the productive payroll, i.e. the salaries of engineers, designers,

draftsmen and other technical employees while engaged on the project.

Cost plus fixed fee services at times are required to be performed

in a field office at or near the site of the project. The consideration

dictating this procedure is generally the necessity of getting the project

started as soon as possible, the plans being developed as the construction

work proceeds.

The computation of the applicable overhead allowance for cost plus

fixed fee services performed in a field office may be subject to negotiation

between the engineer and the client. Such services absorb a certain

capacity of the engineer to take on additional work, and an equitable

charge for overhead is justified.

In addition to reimbursement for direct and indirect costs, the

engineer is paid a fixed fee, which usually ranges from 2% to 4% of the

construction cost depending on the size and character of the project and

scope of the engineering services involved. In many cases, the fixed fee

is calculated as a percentage of the estimated construction cost as

determined by the Engineer.

Daily or Hourly Rates

The per diem basis of compensation is particularly adapted to Court

work or similar work involving irregular personal service.

When such consulting or expert services are furnished, the engineer

is compensated for all time devoted to the work, including time of travel.

The per diem fee should be based on the complexity of the work involved
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and the breadth of experience of the engineer. In addition to the

compensation based on the per diem, the engineer is reimbursed for travel,

subsistence and other out-of-pocket expense incurred while away from his

home office.

For Court work or other engagements on which the engineer is to appear

as an expert, a per diem is considered to have been earned for each day

of such appearance, although he may tot be called to testify, or if called,

may finish his testimony in a fraction of the day.

On occasions, the urgency of the engagement requires the engineer

to work longer than the customary seven or eight-hour day. In such instances,

an understanding with the client should be made as to what constitutes a

per diem, as the urgency may require the engineer to work more than the

usual hours per day in order to complete his work. In such cases, the

per diem may be based on the normal number of working hours per day or

the per diem rate may be increased to take into consideration the extended

work day.

For certain kinds of work, compensation based on hourly rates makes an

equitable arrangement. Compensation for engineering service on an hourly

basis demands a higher rate per hour than would be represented in a per

diem rate. Also, the hourly rates should apply to time required for

travel involved, plus reimbursement for travel costs, subsistence and

other out-of-pocket expenses. Depending on the duration of the services,

compensation on an hourly basis may fairly include an agreement on an upset

minimum amount or retainer in addition to the payments based on the hourly

rates.

Cost plus Basis where Scope of Work is Difficult to Determine

There are numerous cases where the extent of the engineering service

required is difficult, if not impossible, to pre-determine. Under such
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circumstances it is impossible to establish fees as a percentage of

estimated construction cost. In this general classification and where

partners' or officers' time comprises a major portion of the engineering

costs, per diem rates mutually agreed to by the client and the engineer

are recommended, with reimbursement for travel, subsistence and other

direct expenses.

In other cases in this classification, a reasonable fee may be

developed by use of the second method outlined in "Fixed Lump Sum Fee".

In still other cases of this general type, the cost plus a fixed

fee method, as previously outlined, will provide the best basis for

negotiating the fee.

Retainer Fees

The employment of engineers on a retainer fee basis is a common

practice of clients who wish to be assured of always having available in

the future the services of a certain individual engineer or organization.

This method is used in cases of protracted litigation, when the cals

upon the engineer may be intermittent. It is also used in the development

of undertakings for which the services of an engineering specialist are

not required on a full time basis. Industrial companies may also employ

on a retaining fee basis the engineers who prepared the plans and

specifications for manufacturing plants and thus are familiar with any

problems arising from maintenance or plant additions.

The amount of the retainer varies with the character and value of

the services to the client and the reputation and standing of the engineer

in his profession.

The terms of agreements for services on a retainer fee basis also

vary widely. The compensation may be based on a fixed sum, paid monthly
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or on some other mutually agreeable basis, with per diem or hourly rates

in addition for time spent at the request of the client.

In any case, the same principles as explained previously for per

diem or hourly charges govern in their use under retaining fee agreements.

Overhead

Overhead may be defined as those costs incurred which do not contribute

to the solution of the engineering problems at hand, but which are

nevertheless essential to the continued operation of an engineering business.

Depending upon the size of the engineering organizatioL, items of overhead

expense may include any or all of the following:

Rent, including utilities; administrative expenses of conducting

business, accounting and purchasing, business promotion, clerical and

stenographic help, unallocated salaries, taxes except Federal and State

income taxes, office supplies and equipment, insurance, including life

insurance on officers of the firm, telephone and telegraph; legal expenses;

bad debt provision, depreciation on furniture and equipment; library and

periodical expense.

The following are also commonly included as items of overhead: Social

Security, unemployment, excise and payroll taxes, employees' compensation

insurance, sick leave, vacation and holieay pay. Under some methods of

accounting, the items in the previous sentence are considered as a part

of direct payroll or salary cost. Overhead is commonly expressed as a

percentage of productive payroll, i.e., the salaries of engineers,

assistants, designers, draftsmen and other technical erployees engaged

on the project.

The amount of overhead cost incurred will vary from month to month

and from job to job, depending upon the type of work and work load in which
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the engineering firm is currently engaged. Overhead may range from as

low as 25% to l0 and more of direct costs.

Re-use of Plans

Plans represent the product of training, experience and professional

skill and accordingly belong to and remain the property of the producer

unless specifically agreed to the contrary. Certain engineering organiza-

tions systematically cover by "copyright" all plans, sketches, and. designs

prepared by them in order to protect themselves in possible cases of

piracy of their ideas.

While direct copying of engineering designs is infrequent, in

submitting novel designs or plans solving difficult protlems in construc-

tion, the engineer should protect them either by copyright or by requiring

the recognition of ownership through a proper provision in the contract

for service or both.

Interim Paymnts

Interim payments for enineering services should be provided for

as the work proceeds. Provision should be made for compensation, if

for any reason the work is abandoned or deferred. The details covering

payments may differ with each job according to the conditions involved.

It is quite customary for an interim amqount to become due and payable

when a preliminary study is completed and the report rendered, and again

when detailed plans and specifications are completed or wnen the construc-

tion contracts have been signed. Sometimes such arrangements for interim

payments are made on a more frequent basis. In any case, interim payments

should be made promptly after the engineer has completed each phase of

his work iwhether or not the next phase is begun.
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items to be paid for in addition to Percerntage Fee

The following items of cost cannot be deterined accurately in

advance and are not within the sole control of the engineer. Ordinarily

they are paid for in addition to the percentage fee in the manner stated

and the engineer should keep separate complete accounts of these five

items:

1. Field surveys, property, boundary and right-of-way surveys, flow

gaging, specialized sub-surface investigations, or similar instrumental

work for preliminary investigations and report; instrument surveys

for design; and services of resident engineers and inspectors.

A fee based on salary cost plus 100 percent, plus reimbursement

for actual travelling and subsistence expense, long distance telephone

and telegraph charges and similar direct field expense.

2. Services of locally employed field staff additional to resident

engineer and inspectors:

A charge based on salary cost plus 50 percent, plus reimbursement

for necessarily incurred travelling and subsistence expense and. supplies.

3. Furnishing reproduction of drawings or of detailed plans and

specifications.

At cost plus 50 percent service charge, or at price agreed upon

with the client.

4. Services during readvertiserient for bids for construction:

A charge based on salary cost plus 50 percent, plus reimbursement

for necessarily incurred travelling and sabsistence expense, long-distance

telephone and t( Iegraph charges, arT paymont at recommrende rats for

needed additional copies of plans and specifications.
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Liniting lump sums for the above services are often included in

engineering contracts.

5. The client should pay directly, and in addition to the percentage

fee, for special tests and research, mill and shop inspection of materials

and equiThments, saripling and analyses of water and sewage and for

foundation explorations such as borings, test pits and soil mechanics

laboratory investigations, uhether for preparation of preliminary report

with estimated cost, or for final detailed plans and specifications.

Litgation

Nothing should be written in the engineering agreement to obligate

the engineer to prepare for or appear in litigation in behalf of the

client, except in consideration of additional compensation.

Re-designlec iredVy Client

'Vhen re-design of work is required by the client after the

preliminary report or preliminary plans have been approved, compensation

for such re-design should be on basis of salary cost of employees plus

100 percent in addition thereto for allowance for overhead and principals'

time. In addition, reimbursement should be made for travelling and

subsistence expense, long-distance telephone and telegraph charges and

similar direct expense occasioned by the work of re-design.

(VII)Relations of the Engineer with the Client

It is valuable to outline the relatiois of the consulting engineer

with his client as normally accepted.

1. The engineer may act as designer, supervisor of construction,

professional adviser to the 0hrner, or in all three capacities, or in

combination of these capacities. ~ie shall act in a strictly judicial

manner.
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2. The engineer is entitled to compensation for professional advice.

He should not offer such advice free. His charges for services should

conform to general practice and should always be adequate to permit

conscientious compliance with assumed obligations.

3. Unless authorized by the owner, he shall not receive directly

or ind.irectly any royalty, gratuity or commission on any patented or

protected article or process used in connection with work upon which he

is retained by the Owner; nor shall he accept without the Owner's

consent ary trade comissions, discounts, allowances, indirect profits

or other secondary considerations in connections with any professional

service which he undertakes for the Owner.

h. He shall not directly or indirectly engage in any of the building

trades while practicing professionally.

5. Ile shall inform the Owner of ary business connections, interests,

or circmristances which might influence his judgment or the quality of

his services.

6. Consultation with engineers who have made certain branches of

professional work a specialty, or who have acquired a pre-eminent standing

should be encouraged by the engineer having general charge of any work,

and may be required by the Owner. In either case, the engagement of

the consulting engineer should be satisfactory to both the owner and

engineer and shall be at the expense of the owner.

.o engineer shall agree to act as consulting engineer except at

- the request or -ith the knowledge of the engineer in direct charge of

the work; and his reports and advice should be confined to the particular

matters upon uhich he has been consulted.



Charges for consultation should take into account the value of the

services rendered as well as the time spent in arriving at conclusions

or opinions.

7. The engineer when acting as supervisor is the official interpreter

of the agreement and shall insist upon its faithful performance by both

parties.

8. :lanning, designing and supervising are the functions of the

engineer. All problems involving these functions should be presented

to the engineer rather than to the contractor.

9. As a complete service, the engineer shall furnish promptly

whatever gcneral, structural and mechanical plans, details and specifica-

tions are needed for bidders or contractors. 7 e shall not require

bidders, contractors or sub-contractors to make gratuitously drawings

or specifications which it is his duty to furnish.

10. He shall not attempt to conceal possible oversights or errors,

nor to shirk responsibility by indefinite clauses in contracts or

specifications. Specifications shall clearly define unusual trade

terms or trade names and customs understood to be part of the specifications.

11. The engineer will generally find it advantageous to himself and

to the owner, before plans and specifications are detailed, to have the

owner comiritted to a program of awarding contracts; that is, to have

him decide whether he will let a general, a segregated, a lump-sum,

a cost-plus fee, a unit price or other form of contract.

12. The engineer is entrusted with financial undertakings in which

his honesty of purpose must be above suspicion; he acts as professional

adviser to the owner and his advice :aust be absolutely disinterested;
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he is charged with the exercise of judicial functions as between owmer

and contractor and must act with entire impartiality; he has moral

responsibilities to his professional associates and subordinates;

finally, he is engaged in a profession which carries with it grave

responsibility to the public.

(VIII)LpgryaLs ni Recomiendations bthe Bankj

In general, for all rrojects of an engineering nature for which

applications may be made to the Bank for consideration for loans or

other purposes, the Bank will require a report covering investigations,

estimates an. project appraisals. For this purpose, the Bank will

require that consulting engineers shall be appointed to prepare the

project report on the basis of terms of reference such as those outlined

above for preliminary investigations and project reports (page 10).

In general, in all cases of project development involving engineering,

the Bank will recuire the appointment of consultin7 engineers for the

design and supervision of execution of the project. Such engineers

,ill be appointed on the basis of terms of reference such as those

outlined above for design and supervision of construction (page 12).

1 hether consulting engineers are appointed by a member country of the

Bank or borrower, before or after an approach has been made to the Bank,

the Dank in all cases reserves the right to approve of the consulting

engineers appointed and to approve of the terms of reference given to

the consulting engineers. In accordance with the Bank's policy, firms

woulV not be approved from countries which are not members of the Bank,

except Sitzerland. -here consultin. engineers have not been appointed

before an approach is made to tie Dank, the Bank would agree with the
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borrower on the terns of reference to be given to the consulting engineers

and where the borrower is unable to prepare these terms of reference for

himself, or asks the Bank to assist in the matter, the Bank would assist

by recommending suitable terms of reference to the borrower, based on

the lists above. In considering the appointment of consulting engineers,

the 3ank would, if necessary, advise the borrower on the questions to

be asked from the proposed or contesting firms of consulting engineers

as outlined in "Selection of Consulting Engineers"(Page 4) for the

purpose of enabling the borrouer to make his selection of consulting

engineers and where the Bank is to give approval of consulting engineers,

the borrower should be required to submit to the Bank the answers to

the various questions which he has received from the proposed or contesting

firms of consulting engineers. in the event of the member country or

prospective borrower not knowing how to proceed with the appointment

of consulting engineers, the Dank would be willing to assist in this

respect, advising the borrower on the questions to be asked and terms

of reference to be given to the consulting engineers. In the event

of the member country or prospective borrouer still further requiring

assistance in the names of-suitable firms of consulting engineers to

approach, but only if necessary, the Bank would be willing to provide

such a list. In doing so, the bank, in preparing a list of firms of

consulting engineers for submission to the member country or prospective

borrower, would have t'egard t the following points:

(1) That the list should, where poesible, be restricted to firms of

consulting engineers in Categories (A) and (P) and that firms in categories

(C), (D), (E) and (F) should not be included in the list unless essential
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or necessary because of some specific reasons involved in some particular

cases. A list containing a mixture of firms from Categories (a) to (F)

is not advisable. WOhere firms in Categories (a) and (b) are not available

and suitable, then selections can be made, according to circumstances,

from Categories 'c), (D), (E) and (F).

(2) The list should be as international as possible, having regard

to the circumstances of each particular case. It should be remembered

that some countries such as the U.S.A. and U.K. have a far larger number

of firms of consulting engineers than some other countries such as

Holland, Sweden or Italy, which may have only one or two firms. In

order to maintain an even balance, therefore, an international list

should contain a larger number of firms from the U.S.A. and U.K. than

from other countries.

(3) The list should be varied as much as possible, that is to say,

a firm should not be recommended on two consecutive lists if other

equally suitable firms are available and suitable for the same work,

() Consideration should be given to the known load and capacity

of the firms considered for a list.

(5) Consideration should be given to the experience of the firms

in the class of work to be undertaken.

(6) Consideration should be given to the experience of the firms

in various parts of the world and particularly in the vicinity of the

work to be undertaken.

Based on the above considerations, suitable lists for submission to

the client can be prepared in the Bank from an examination of the information

which the Bank maintains about consulting engineers and with this list the

client can act in accordance with the procedure outlined above.
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_hen the Eank is required to prepare a list of consulting engineers

for submission to the client, the list should be accompanied by the

follo ing qualifications:

1. That the list is not exhaustive;

2. That the firms named are qualified but that whether any of

them should be employed must depend, among other things, on the

nuxbher and qualifications of the staff who can be made available for

the particular project;

3. That the client is free to invite proposals from arny firm of

consultinl' engineers not included in the list, provided that before

any actual appointiaent is made, the 2ank' s approval of the firm is

sought if its name is not included in the list submitted by the Bank,

the assumption being that further approval is not required by the Bank

if any one of the firms on its recommended list is chosen, as these

would not be put on the list if the Bank were not prepared to approve

of them, subject always, of course, to their proposals being acceptable,

4. That the client shall provide suitable terms of reference which

siall be previously agreed with the Bank;

5. That in seeking proposals from the consulting engineers, the

client shall adopt the procedure outlined above and require the

proposed firms of consulting engineers to answer the questions given

above as may be agreed between the client and the Bank.

,here the client submits a list of proposed names of consulting

engineers to the Bank, the Bank would give consideration to the

following circuilstances:

1. That the list is all from one country or not sufficiently

international;
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2. That any of the firms are not qualified;

3. That there are other better firms not included in the list;

h, That the list contains a mixture of firms from Categories

other than (A) and (B).

At as early a stage as possible in discussions between the Bank

and the client in regard to tae appointment of consulting engineers,

the Bank would make known to the client its desire that as far as possible,

and providing circunstances permit, the selection of consulting engineers

should be from Categories (A) and (B). In special cases, organisations from

Category (E) need not be ruled out. It is, however, unreasonable and unfair

to expect firms of consulting engineers normally to be able to compare on

price with nationalised industries or governent departments such as Electricite

de France or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. In the event of a client wishing

to appoint a firm from Categories (C), (D) or (E), the client shall make clear

to such firm or firms at the earliest stage that in the event of their under-

taking ork as consulting engineers, and providing a Bank loan should result,

they or their associated firms would not be permitted to take part in tendering

for contracts for construction or the supply of equipment or plant, In other

words, a firm which undertakes contracting work or manufacture of plant and

equipment as well as consulting engineering must make up its mind at the initial

stage whether it wishes, in that particular project, to act as consulting

engineers or to act as contractors or suppliers and it should be made quite

clear to them that for a project with a Bank loan or in which the Bank is

interested in any other way, it would not be permissible to act as both

consulting engineer and contractor, or as both consulting engineer and supplier.

There has recently come to light the action which has been taken by the

Ceylon Government in connection with Stage 2 of the Aberdeen-Laksapana

Hydroelectric Scheme. Attached hereto as 4ppendix III is a
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copy of a Letter dated 12th December, 1915, which the iinistry of

Transport and -Torks of the Ceylon Government has sent out to a number

of firms of consulting engineers, cont::actors and others, This is

a clear case wnere the Department of the Government concerned does not

apnreciate the implications of the circular letter which it has issued.

Should they proceed with the scheme on the basis of this letter, whether

with or without a Bank loan, b,? appointig a firm or firms which have

put in proposals in accordance with this letter, the, would be laying

up trouble for themselves which would probably result in increased

costs, inferior work and pozsibly even litigation.

It is cases such as this, which are not isolated ones, which make

it necessary that the 'ank should inform the borrower at the earliest

stage of its views in regard to the appointment of consulting engineers

and ensure that the prospective borrower fully understands the difference

between consulting engineers and constructing firms and suppliers, and

the implications involved in undertaking work on a basis such as that

outlined in the letter from the ceylon &cvernment.

The Bank woul! reserve to itself the right to approve or corment

on the proposed agreement with the consulting engineers, which agreement

should inclade in all cases -the terms of reference.

(IX)The Ba sEauirements and Cin reard to ConsultingEngineers

"-here the Dank has approved the arpointment of consulting engineers

either for preliminary investigations and project reports or for design

and supervision of construction, it should regard the consulting

engineers as advisers and consultants to the client, acting in the

client' s best interests an," through the client to the Bank itself. In

other vords, they should be regarded in the same light as one would regard
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advice from a surgeon or lawyer. The Bank should regard their advice

as being the best obtainable and would accept such advice except in

unusual circumstances or for very special reasons. It is not pro-,

fessional or ethical for a firm of consulting engineers to report on

the work of another consulting engineer except with the latter' s

knowledge and approval or if his appointment has been terminated. A

repv'table and ethical firm of consulting engineers would not undertake

such an assignment without assurances on these points. The Bank is not

necessarily committed or bound by the advice and recommendations of

consulting engineers, but in appointing or recommending or approving

their appointment, should be willing to have sufficient confidence in

them to accept their recommendations and proposals, unless and until

circumstances should warrant otherwise. Should the Bank not be satisfied

with the work of consulting engineers, they should be free to discuss

the matter with the client and the consulting engineers and in the event

of the Bank not being satisfied with some action taken or advice or

recommendations, they should be free to consider whether they have lost

confidence in the consulting engineers to such an extent that it would

be desirable to terminate their appointment or require the client to

do so and appoint others. It is advisable that the Bank should reserve

to itself the right to -

1. Approve or comment on proposals received by the client from

consulting engineers,

2. Take steps to ensure that the consulting engineers have the

authority to carry out their responsibilities efficiently,
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3. 1aintain direct relations with its borrowers' consulting

engineers, but only if necessary,

h. Give the consulting engineers support in their relations

with borrowers,

5. Require the borrower to advise it of cases in which the

borrower acts contrary to the advice of the consulting engineers

The Bank should require the consulting engineers, where possible,

to draw up all specifications and plans in such a way as to be suitable

for international tendering, and where international tendering is

possible, no specification should be d.ranl up in such a way as to give

advantage to one country's contractors or manufacturers. There, in

documents, it is advisable or necessary to specify an article or method

of work by reference to a particular firm' s manufacture of an article

or method of work, the words "or other approved" should be added at

the end of the sentence specifying such article or method of work,

Where a specification is drawn up in such a way that it favors one

particular country, and it is not possible to include alternative

specifications to cover all countries, a clause such as the following

should be added at the end of the specification or specifications:

"Any firm tendering and unable to comply with this specification

or specifications, by reason of country or common usage such as

because of different standards normally adopted in the country

of the firm tendering, should tender on the basis of specifications

and materials normally adopted in the country to which the firm is

accustomed, providing such standards are at least equal in quality

to the articles or methods specified or implied in these specifi-

cations."
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Where a tenderer wishes to put forward alternative proposals by

reason of his views on the proposed designs or specifications, but not

by reason of different standards in the country from which he works

(which is covered by the above clause) he should be permitted to submit

his alternative proposals, provided always that he also submits a

tender based on the designs and specifications provided (except as

varied by the above two clauses)0

These requirements of the Bank in regard to the work of consulting

engineers might be included in an appropriate form in the Bank Loan

Agreements.

K) Consulting Engineers' Agreements and Fees

It may be useful for the Bank to have a model form of agreement

of a type which is normal as between a consulting engineer and his

client. Such a form might be of value when the Bank is discussing

with borrowers the appointment of consulting engineers and would be a

guide to borrowers who may not be familiar vith such agreements. It

must be remembered, however, that no two sets of circumstances in

regard to the appointment of consulting engineers are usually alike

and, therefore, no model form will be acceptable in all circumstances

and must be adjusted to suit each set of conditions. In other words,

it can noinally only be taken as a guide and used as a basis to prepare

an agreement in each Darticular case. Such a model form of agreement

is attached hereto as Appendix IV. This form has been taken from the

Model Forms of Agreements published by the Association of Consulting

Engineers of Great Britain and is probably generally acceptable to all

professional firms of consulting engineers throughout the world, working

in the international field.
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The various methods of remuneration of consulting engineers have

already been described (page 13 et sig.) and do not in general require

further elucidation. But, as the most usual method adopted for

determination of fees is that based on percentage of cost, either

estimated or actual, there are certain scales of fees recommended by

the various associations of consulting ergineers. The fees recommended

by the British Association of Consulting Engineers and the American

Institute of Corgulting Engineers have been tabulated in the form of

graphs. Further graphs have been estimated slhowing the various

additions and deductions uhich may be made, according to the requirements

of particular circvmstances, to cover certain items which are regarded

as extra to the basic fees or which may be deductible if certain services

are not performed. The coposite graphs are attached hereto as

Appendices V, VI and VII, but here again it must be pointed out that

circumstances vary and the graphs must be taken as a guide only. The

following are examples of cases where the amount of work to be performed

by the consulting engineer is not normal:

(a) The work is of an unusually complex or difficult character;

(b) The work is exceptionally large in extent or very simple in

character, e.g., long tunnels, long lengths of roadwork,

large dredging contracts, long lengths of large diameter

trunk water mains or sewers;

(c) The works are to be carried out by direct labor, or partly

by direct labor and partly by contract;

(d) The works are to be carried out by means of many separate

contracts;
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(e) The work comprises substantial alterations or additions

to existing structures;

(f) The execution of the work is retarded in order to spread

the costs over a number of years;

(g) The work is for a client of long standing who retains the

same Consulting Engineer on a regular basis for the execution

of the majority of his work;

(h) The work is to be carried out overseas in a remote area

or under difficult or unusual conditions;

(i) The works are novel in character, and involve the use 6f

experimental materials or techniques;

(j) The work includes a high proportion of buildings and

building work;

(k) There is a large amount of reinforced concrete work and bar

bending schedules are required;

(1) There is a large amount of structural steel work;

(m) The work requires a large amount of inspection work and

witnessing of tests on plant and equipment;

(n) The engineers are required to assist in operation and

management;

(o) The engineers are required to employ or use an excessive

percentage of comparatively inexperienced local staff;

(p) The engineers are required to train local personnel.

In anry of these cases, adjustments will be required in the reconmrended

scales of fees. The graphs could, however, be used for conparison

purposes when considering the suitability of fees proposed in any particular

case, provided any special circumstances are taken into account when

making the comparison.
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Relationship Between Client, Enine rran: Contractor

In the construction of public water systems the client engages a

consulting engineer to design such works in the event that their own

engineering service is not adequate to carry on the work or sufficiently

specialized. The client selects the consulting engineer not on a

cometitive biCding basis but on the basis of the engineer' s reputation,

technical ability, experience and availability to do the particular

water supply study job. It is nuch the same procedure as an individual

selecting a physician. One does not go out and secure competitive

bids from various physicians to give one medical care, but selection

is made upon the aforesaid qualities. The person selected should be

one in which the client has implicit trust and confidence.

The consulting engineer, for a certain fee, then proceeds to make

a preliminary study of the project in question, reviewing all possible

solutions for obtaining a water supply or the best method for improving

an eydsting water supply system. When these preliminary studies are

completed a report is submitted to the client. The client then

determines whether the project as proposed or recor~mended will be under-

taken or postponed. In the event that it is decided to undertake the

project, the engineer is then instructed to drau up detailed construction

plans and specifications to carry out the project. When these detailed

plans and specifications are completed it is customary to advertise for

bids for construction by competent contractors who are skilled in water
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supply construction. After the competitive bids are received the

client makes a selection of the contractor with the advice of his

consulting engineer. Usually the lowest bidding contractor is accepted

if he is financially responsible and technically able to carry out the

project. The contractor then proceeds with the construction of the

project following in detail the construction plans and specifications

under the supervision of the consulting engineer or his representative,

the so-called resident engineer on the job.

If there are minor anbiguities in the specifications or contract,

the consulting engineer is the arbitrator. However, in the event

that the additional worh is really beyond the scope of the specifications

the contractor has the' right to additional remuneration. This remunera-

tion may ultimately have to be deternined through legal processes in

the courts. The equipment that is purchased for the construction

project can either be purchased directly by the client or by the

contractor. Hoever, in all cases it must meet the specifications

that have been set up by the client and his consulting engineer.

Thus, in a project of this type one has the client and his consulting

engineer as one party to a contract and the contractor the second party.

If the contracting, engineering and supplying of equipment are done by

one party, it is considered unethical.

- -cii cat ons

In carrying out water supply construction work there are usually

three major parts to a contract, the contract itself giving the terms

and scope of the work, the conditions under which it is to be carried

out and the payments to be made on the project and the necessary
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performance bonds, penalties and bonuses to be paid for completion

of the project.

The second part consists of detailed construction plans consisting

of detailed drawings clearly showing the work to be performed by the

contractor.

The third part of the so-called specifications gives in detail

the kind of work to be done, the manner in which it should be done,

the quality, quantity, kind and size of materials to be used.

The quality of aterials to be used frequently designated by

following some accepted standard, either international or, in many cases,

American or British. These standards have been proriulgated by careful

professional study and research and usually accepted both by the

engineering and industrial organizations. For example, in the United

States specifications may be marked as follows:

ASTE - American Society of Testing 15aterials
AWTA - American Tater -orIs Association

UL - Underriters' Laboratory, Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce

Frequently, instead of going into a detailed specification for each

type of equipment, the specifications may state a certain catalogue

number for a piece of equipment, specifying this catalognte number of a

particular manufacturer or the substitution of equipment of another

manufacturer with equal specifications. The specifications are prepared

by the engineer as information to the contractor and it is upon the basis

of the specifications that competitive bids are made by various contract-

tors. The specifications should be in sufficient detail to insure a

minimum of ambiguity so that the contractor knows exactly what the client
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and enjineer desire. Tni'efiniteness in specifications leads to

controversy, delay and costly legal action.

For example, it is not sufficient to say in specifications a

12-inch valve. To illustrate this point I have taken from the Jenkins

Mannifacturing Comparky Valve Catalogue No.76 a list of 12-inch valves

that could be utilized in water systems and meet the above indefinite

specification. This list is appended to this document. You will

note that there are 23 different valves varying in their list price

from 1i25.00 to 0h25.00. Each one, however, has a d.effirite use.

In the event that the engineer did not specify the particular type of

valve it would be natural for the contractor to put in the cheapest

valve for, after all, he is in business to make money.

The same thing can be illustrated by having indefinite specifications

for concrete work. For example, a 1:2:4 mix of concrete would require

about six bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete, while a 1:h:8 mix

would require less than three bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete.

Therefore, unless the proper amounts are specified, there is a tendency

for the contractor to use the leaner mixes with a consequent greater

profit to himself, but possibly very danaging to the stability and

safety of the structure.

The amount of water used in making a cubic yard of concrete is also

very important. By using a larger amount of water one obtains concrete

that is very nice in appearance but actually is not as strong structurally

as concrete made with lesser amounts of water. Therefore, the water

content of concrete must be specified.
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Plans and Specifications for the *** Plant

I havo reviewed the three volumes of the so-called plans and

specifications prepared by the w*s* Company for the s * water filtration

job. This job essentially consists of making an addition to the

existing filtration plant and building a now water filtration plant

together with a trunk line pipe connection.

These cannot be called truly contract drawings and specifications

for construction. They certainly would not be clear enough for

competitive bidding. Actually, they are more in the order of a

description of the competentness of the *p* Company, their experience

and a proposal of what they can do for the city. They are simply a

reflection of what happens when an equipment manufacturer, and I believe

the *P* Company could be considered a competent one, undertakes to do

engineering, supply the equipment and do the construction of the job.

Actually, it is a very unsound practice and I believe costly and not

to the best interest of the client.

For example, in the report there are photographs of the a-s** plant

which is apparently a filtration plant built by the *** Company.

There are also photographs of *x* plant and a photograph of the filtration

plant in *s* , although in the latter case the writer knows that this

filtration plant was not designed by *+r Company, which simply supplied

the equipment.

One part of the report does include an engineering study of a

portion of the distribution system of the city of *at*. This, however,

is customarily found in the preliminary engineering report on a project

and not in the construction plans and specifications.
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In general, the report could be considered more a description of

the project, although there are certain facts and figures that do form

a part of the normal specifications.

In regard to the adequacy of the report insofar as specifications

are concerned, I might point out a few shortcomings. For example, for

the electrical work on the project the report just states it should be

of good quality, This is a very indefinite statement. It does not

tell the location of the wires, their size, carrying capacity, whether

they are to be located in pipe conduits or if BX cable is being used.

Nothing is said of the type of fuse protection, the location of the

switches, the outlets or lights,

In regard to valves, pipe, etc., no standards are set up for the

quality of the material.

Apparently the report plans that the concrete work, excavation for

pipes, etc., will be done by local sub-contractors. There is nothing

in the specifications, however, to state the type of concrete to be

used, the mixture, the water content, no provisions are made for

testing and no standards set for testing the concrete so that a sub-

contractor could not tell exactly what he was supposed to do.

In regard to the pipe-laying, nothing is said in the specifications

as to the soil conditions, the manner in which the pipe shall be laid,

the type of joint used or joining material used or the method of back-

filling to prevent damage to the pipe. Nothing is said about tamping

the soil around the pipe or no method of bracing the pipes at the ends

is specified. The specifications do not specify the allowable leakage



in the pipe and no test is specified for determining leakage and whether

the pipe and its joints will withstand the pressure necessary. Obviously,

unless such underground pipe can withstand the pressures involved there

will be a considerable amount of leakage which ill be difficult to

locate in the future and costly to the ranicipality if such leakage

does occur.

In general, the plans and report would be very inadequate to perit

competitive bidding by contractors.
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Iron Body Cato -- 125 lbs, steami at 1.5007'. 200 lbs Mon-shock Cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 26 Solid wedge, inside screw, non-rising spindle
Fig. 325, 326 P-Ace: screwed 4125.00 - Flanged $133.00

Iron Body Gate - 125 lbs. steam at 4500 F. 200 lbs. Non-shock Cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 28 Double-disc taper seat Inside screw. Non-rising spindle.

Fig. 3Z5 1, 326- Price: screwed "170.00 - Flanged 'l70M00.

Iron Body Gate - 125 lbs. steam at 4500F. 200 lbs. non-shock cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 30 - Solid 'idge. Outside screw and yoke. Rising spindle.
Price: Screwed bronze spindle 172.00 - Flanged bronze spindle $180.00
Fig. 650,651 - Screwed steel spindle $160.00 - Flanged steel spindle $168.

Iron Body Gate - 125 lbs. steam press 4500F. - 200 lbs. non-shock cold
oil, water, gas, press,
Page 32 Double disc - taper seat, Outside screw + yoke. Rising spindle
Fig. 6502, 651i - Price: screwed ;212.00 - Flanged 212.00

Iron Body Gate 200 lbs. non-shock cold oil, water, gas. 400 lbs.
hydrostatic test.
Page 34 Double disc. parallel seat. Inside screw, Non-rising spindle
Fig. 872, 873 - Price: Screwed 4170.00 - Flanged $170.00

Iron Body Gate:- 200 lbs. non-shock cold oil, water, gas.
400 lbs. hydrostatic test.
Page 36 Double disc, parallel seat. outside screw + yokeo Rising spindle.
Fig. 874, 875. Price: screwed $212.00 - Flanged $212.00

Iron Body Sate: 175 lbs. steam at 4500F. - 400 lbs., non-shock cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 40 Solid wedge. Inside screw, Non-rising spindle.
Fig. 251, 255 - Price: screwed $185.00 - Flanged $195.00

Iron Body Gate: 175 lbs. steam at 4500F. - 400 lbs. non-shock cold oil,
water,, gas.
Page 42 Solid Uedge. Outside Screw + yoke. Rising spindle.
Fig. 277, 253 - Price: Screwed bronze spindle 227.00 - Flanged bronze
spindle $237.00 - Screwed steel spindle $215.00 - Flanged steel spindle
$225.00.

(List continues for two more full pages.)



Competitive bidding for professional

services not in the public interest

Nor required by low, courts hold

WILLIAM N. CAREY, M. ASCE, i.egui. So.tuty. ASCI, New Yer, N. Y.

Recent actions hv the coininis of the kimd here dscissed is to fawili- naoces when professional services ant
sionern of the hihway department-t tate I dect-iiit based iii pric-. to nat- cont-cerned is indicated in an alpmi
in at least two of our states have ter what pious denials may be made. by the Supreme Court of the State of
served to put an inipeirtant utiestioniI lihre have been , v si':tis where California in the case of Clyde C.
squarely up to the engiueertng pr,, public olicials; cvu attornevs for Kennedy vs Harry D. Rom, Cem-
fession at least to its civil engineer public bodies, ha 'e boceti under tho, troller of the City and Coimty W
ing segment. The question appears timsunderstanding ihat their pulilit San Francisco. The opinion is idwww
to me to resolve itself into whether works laws or ordinances coitipel ied as "S.F. No. 17,29N." In do
civil engineer consultants, and civil competitive bidding o)i all contracts San Francico case it was A-unhlam
engineer state and local oflicials, coicerned with pubelic works A certain engineering services (i d
should abandon their long-held con- typical clause in plic works laws city should have been contrscted f1r
tention that engineering is a profes follows after receipt of competitive bids be-
own. / cause of the city ordinance

Two state highway departments IFver, -nitraed or inuctiam ii-vt l1 v competitive ids for things
recently have invited competitive the StAte iighwa r;part nieit %hi h on ices costing over a certain suss.
bids from engineers for the furnishing tin;plate% the epe'wnttitr of more, thin The city engineer's odice
of professional engineering services on r %hual r It an t ocnt, the engineer under proper
certan state highway projects. In . nivde'rid undhhe ie.t hr h m stonal procedures but the instbu
each case it was provided that sealed refused payment on the g VeInds tM
bids or proposals would be received Under the clause alovi; quoted or the city ordinance bad mot bem
up to a certain date, then opened and some similar pruevisi in, public oihcials followed. The controversy was car-
reviewed. sUFmetitnes feel the-v tist obtain ried to the Supretne Cout of the

Either a bid form or a formi of a final competitive bids r -r- oiesstetal engi- State of California. Ame of the
contract was furnished by the state. neering services 4 t dly etiough, of pertient plwases in the opioim
and each engineer was invited to Ill- outside legal coasultatiftn Is re-quired hanlded down are quoted below.
sert in the form his price for furnish- hv these same public -lt-etals con- While pointing out that the City
ing the services outhined In each nected with the sanme phli- works Charter went to great pains to re-
case the usual escape clause, generall- project. one never hears that they quire that contracts for the rofstrmc-
of no practical effect unless all bids attempt to engage teh vonsulting tion of public works should be sub
ae rejected, was included. it is 1.-gal services through ceiaiwtit ie ject to competitive bidding, the
that the owner reserves the "right to hiddinig practices. ['hey revogtie Court noted that it "does not follow
reject any tol all bids " It as ot this the law as a projesseon awd they con that strict copliance with that re-
slender thread that snme public form ( proper profefssios.il 'prove quirement must be maintained in pro-
officials and sei- etngmneers base a dures lhiev seem utiaware that en- curing expert services-to furnish plans
contention that bids 4ir proposals re- giie-ertmg ale us a .. feau The and spe-dications for the construe-
ceived ire not nressarily judgeed on courts, however, have clearly held tion. "
a price tseAs and therefore, that the that it Is. In citing the decision on another
preacedure kares not violate the ASCl case (Ls Angeles Dredging Co. vs
Code of Uthics Not required by low .4ng Beach. supra 210 Cal. the

Ioth engimiers and public oillseicl,- A gial eitampli of how the courts same California Suprerme Courtstated
kinow full well that the oul purubue 14uak at c11etwttve lnelibing %ilfe- that "it was recognised tht there
ti receiveig sasrlee paitfimop w r huciat giaumls ti pudihe works laws and ordi are eceptions to the requreinet
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gence and ability to) be elected i.r Negotiate with qualified Ongineers engineer cannot negotiate *n agree-
alapponted could be so naile .as toe he cinpetitive bidding is not the .way ment as to factors of time, perstnnel,

heve it ouh poss"bly he 111 he prt to, itaim ngiemig services. It is price or for any other reason, the at-iterest it iake contracts fiir'. ree prctillv iever m itptel by indus- tempt will be abandoned and the
Is u-v- ol set-rvices ( the b3s- r iee ape y ,s client will negotiate with another

rti.,t bidding. As stated m the trv. id whe e adtpted bv any agency qualified engineer It is not intended

\idler vs NIevic Cahfrniia ca.cw. it is usu y throug or implied that ASCE recommends
eVisof~nd prventure that oh lwst tirancc sot *hv part ef the gi'vern-i that it is in the public interest that

tiderl' mii1ht be te.e t Cui>eI .ni *.rned I he Feera the factor of price be negLkded in such
hid in bit-ethtid I s cap 4 itii G.orument is the largest single

tiost epenced r. as f ninv fir public works, negotiations. It is to be emphaszed.
phells, vs MIcC~elamon. whe-re lh- tilt ndIl o sevr pul t to ro however, that the cost of engineering
I exaoi Supreie Cecurt stated, te laws te sisfeti.r tit -:pendi- service is but one factor, anti a nunor

eomstrue the Statutv coittidIl f or ret .w plelic werks funds. The one, in the total cost project
eOmipttiti. e bidding feer a pr-.is .I it r I iet- erirent probably spends Involved. Qualifications other than

%itsil ser-ce c-entract) woul' place ist eO ffh federal funds Regula- direct cost of engineering should car
.4 premiuim uptin inc eijttic tie .n o .i. D efense D epartment most of the weight in negotisati for

It should be cItar that thilt Iws'-t prie.ilt* that engineering and archi- professional services.
engineeinng service obtainable oi al teetu Al services shall he procured pOns 0 cOmp.IhlI'. bidding

t ngmienzng project assures the puhlic by nenegsit e .at through any summarized
,t the best results. -e.-t remslts aiteilpt At ( -mlwtistave bidding The
means the best design And cinstruc basic clatise in this regulation fol- The procurement of proemmonal

Ilon for the purpose at the least oost lw engineering services for public work
'he cost of the engimeenm: ser. ce through negotiation. rather than by

flor a prioject is a verY smiall ;edrt if Ul l"'I etlii"i Oef A.mei-intutir.l Ati c engI attempting competitive bidding pro-
its ttetal cest perhaps but 4 toi r "t""i frme feet the pre-par.etieni of plan cedures. has been pronounced by the
cent of the tralp The dteren .e41141 te" 1e111t111 fr Pu Wk.O C r courts as being in accordance with

othet ianl i ir te e-leittal stff 1 rofelosional amry-
between the cost of coenstructivin f a *,,. , h i ,ster planimeg, engineerin our laws. The courts have gone
project which is even tinged with Stuire. .eee invesogtinio.. Wiltie tmwd farther and have pointed out that
bad design or unseiund engneering upon c~nompetaiive iding precedures but attempts by public agencies to ob-
judgment and the contract prie for .Ilv upoe the rofe(sf%%usioAl qualifications tain professioal services
constructing a well designed projec-t tiviv!"N..ro few the seAtsfactrv peerfornAnce competitive bidding are not in
%ani c-asil amtount to several tiniaes off the ir'vivc-.- required " public interest. The principal agus-
the engineering fet- Cheap design This ici' e principle is flowed by cies of the un
alwavs neatis high ctinstruction incsts the \twniR nergv Commission, the through which billions of public finds

There are unscrupulA us t-l en m the Depart netit oef the Interior and its are expended on public works every
enigi-ering pre.f-ssieen as tn-re ore- lureati 1 RclAInatuaion. The Gen- year, procure profeiN services
in medicine antd in law. (hor pref. eral -r '.-s Adninistration which through negotiatimon. state ad o

s'iinal licensing laws only partiv super.i-,s many other public con- governments follow federal practice

protect the public fr-em these shod tracti the guvernnent adheres tt with rare exceptions.
characters. Prefesstonal comes cfi this sane pnnciple as do most other led p e a egi
ethics in these filkis and th- miannter units of government. state and kical. services by licensed engineers lWeS-
en which the practitioner% of these The detailed procedure recom- times can be procured thsough cem-

professions ctenforii or fail tce cI ir In mended by ASCE through which petitive bidding. In the CaUM

to these ciedes usually serve to et aAn client should engage professional where this practice is esortd to,
the truly professlcnal men apart engineenig services is set forth on trouble umuly follows. CVu-
from the unethicad. In the C'.e ef page : *f the ASCE Manual of Pro- struction costs follow cheap
Ethics of the American ti fcsiknal PmNactice. NManual N. 29. always. Inspiteo high coustnKN
Civil Engineers; it Is steted that Fier re-aey reference, this recom- i cheap desgn and its slatural
"It shall be considered unjprnefe-'.o-enel ie itted pricedure is quieted below: co- n uen

Aith liecnsiot irtl-..itnent, mosy well e-mal in pr@tioi
andtt with honioiirI le an a ho .f eninera icam failure aft cantrctiom
digntihled Is-aring flor any ieeileleer ell fie 11.-d I,'.% lti, 1ccelfird .. eeuroe- tuCh aS other Professional codes of etWMes,\
the Amecrian See-itv of Ci.il Fli ingi , -or m iiete-i es. w nesidect for two main e".. Oe is to
ners to. Joarticipate Ill t iCmjeti IC oell"r mol e * etileveorce to te interviewed furnish a way ts Wos the publi
ile b1d1t1iig fil a pr-ce Ki' ti'. lc., It .tisnm whet h nee of the engi- from involventent with prdg mal
cure a pr tcuin ol Ciig.aget-ilit 1 , eeiIVIe . as te-st 4UAloi d for the
rhis claus.e ofers 14--iit purjeeetl tse I- v '*1 4.of,4g.301 eer ts-e maadoirratiun slaer vwre RseOWut

hihit ii .eiihwtit auie d igu r etg . *""e"-" ' t"" lth ther eginers te state fundamental principlesof ethicm
hibit tlompeltitlioni Ael-nge , .e..-, .f the nature and! extent and practice or the conduct of indi-

nor is there as:'. intent or attele''t ci 11,.. viduals within the profewsion. The
eour sist-r lire ifessitons t pro-lbehit 4 Itih ri .s.ehlees. of fees to he ASCE Code of Ethics prolibiti WM-

- clilipetitol n*i. .tetg laWiVer.% eI d h *ric.I -!c% i e ther-ked uith ,aurces of petition iM a priCle I= . Pusbc
tatrs .All c-arly prohibit clietii the. -* ecc ueler I Atoeve works laws and ordinances do sot
teon lit A poie e basis, and preoperlv .- le.gagveenreot. involving prelininatV require competitive bidding ans
ei the public interest, as tis listet "mo litIhoof .- 1. rent should nommit the - feorsinal Kevce engag 11110".

- andIatet Any niember of ASC: " I,, I4e f" e.. it cauS aelditional lic interest is served bat when
con.evitel Off violating it%-' 4 .- o f ""'' "t "'V.ee. req4 At a later needed professional arvices or um-

Fth.. subyect t disciplne. l At. j cured through negotiatisn with quaml-
expul.iwn frm.4jme Soecset', a 'c-rv lies is a clar cut statement of ied professional people who Gduct
senous matter to an- truly ptr. les how ne-gtiation should be carried thenselves in accordance with theik
sCInal man out 06btesluily, if the client-and the accepted codes of sthias and practice.
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COPY APPENDIX III
IflMI2THY OF TRAL:SPOiET AD WORKS

Trans works House
P.O.Box 547
Colombo

12th December, 1955

Gentlemen,
Ceylon Aberdeen--Laksapana Hydro-Electric

Scheme - Stage l1

The Government of Ceylon desires to embark, as early as possible,
on what is known as Stage 11B of the Aberdeen - Laksapana Hydro-lectric
Scheme. I annex a Report by hessrs. Preece, Cardew & Rider of Queen
Annets Gate, Nlestminster, S.W.l, London, U.K., Engineering Consultants
dealing with this stage of development.

2. The Ministry of Transport and Works is not committed to the

acceptance of the design of the scheme prepared by Hessrs. Preece,
Cardew & Rider and desires to examine the morits of any alternative

scheme which Constructing firms, who are interested in undertaking

the project, may wish to suggest.

3. I am writing to you on the subject as you would probably desire to

have the opportunity of offering your services as Contractors for the

execution of the work.

4. The precise manner of proceeding with the scheme has not yet been

decided. It will be noted that the scheme, as presently designed, calls

for a 4-mile tunnel. The question, for instance, whether the alter-
native of an open flume to convey the water would be cheaper in cost
and is technically sound having regard to the topography of the country

and the risk of land slides, in view of the high rainfall averaging
220 inches a year, is a matter which would, of course, require close
investigation.

5. I shall be glad if you will scrutinise the Report and inform me

(i) whether any fundaaental changes in the design of the scheme
for Stage llB to develop 50 . of electrical power
merits examination;

(ii) if so, the nature of such change and what fee, if any, you
would charge for a preliminary report with estimate of cost
of the work, after inspection of the site, if necessary;

(iii)how long it would take you:
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(a) to furnish the report; and

* (b) to prepare detailed plans and speci-
fications and tender for the execution
of the entire work on the basis of the
scheme prepared by you;

(iv) in the event of the basic design prepared by !Aessrs.
Preece, Cardew & Rider being considered the most
economical, whether you would offer to prepare,
without cost, detailed plans and specifications
and tender for the execution of the work; and

(v) how long it would take you to furnish the data
and quotations specified in (iv) above.

6. The construction work will be supervised by the Department of

Government Electrical Undertakings and a firm of Consultants selected
by the Ceylon Government.

7. I should be grateful if you would send me as early as is possible
a reply.

Yours faithfully,

Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Transport & Works



APPETDIX IV

MODEL FORI OF JARE3ENT

Agreement Between a Client and Consulting Engineers for the Design
and Supervision of

WORKS OF CIVIL EIGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

IEiORANDUM OF AGREEiT, made the day of One thousand
nine hundred and BETUEEN (Name and address)

(hereinafter called "the Client") of the one part (names) practising
as Consulting Engineers at (address) under the style of (name of firm)
(who and the survivors or survivor of whcm are hereinafter called "the
Consulting Engineers") of the other part.

LEREAS the Client has considered and approved the proposals
reconmended in a report submitted by the Consulting Engineers, now
intends to proceed with the construction of (here describe briefly
the proposed work)(hereinafter callod "the Works") and has requested
the Consulting Engineers to undertake and perform the duties hereinafter
mentioned which the Consulting Engineers have agreed to do upon and
subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.

NOW THESE PRESENTS WITTESS and it is hereby agreed and declared
by and between the parties hereto as follows:

1. Appointment of Consulting Engineers. The Client hereby appoints
the Consulting Engineers and the Consulting Engineers accept the appoint-
ment on the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.

2. Duties of Consulting Engineers. The duties to be performed
by the Consulting Engineers are:

A, The preparation in outline of such drawings, estimates and other
engineering documents as are necessary to enable the proposals for the
construction of the 7orks to be submitted for preliminary approval by
the Client or by the appropriate Goverrment Department or Public Authority,
including as may be necessary in the particular case:

(a) A survey or surveys of the site.
(b) Investigation of available data or information relating

to the Works.
(c) Advice to the Client as to the necessity for special investiga-

tions of conditions of sub-soil, tide or weather and arranging
on the Client's behalf for boring tests, trial pits, test
piling, models or other investigations as may be agreed to be
necessary.
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(d) Consultation liith any architect appointed by the Client in
regard to tho architectural treatment of the Works.

(e) The making of such modifications in the outline drawings
and estimates of the V4orks in connection with the consultations
aforesaid as may be approved by the Client.

B. The preparation of the drawings and engineering documents necessary
for seeking the formal approval of the appropriate Government Department
or Public Authority to the construction of the Works and the preparation
of all drawings and other documents to enable the Works to be tendered
for or otherwise ordered by the Client, including as may be necessary
in the particular case:

(a) The making of designs, drawings, specifications and preparing
schedules or bills of quantities.

(b) The making or adapting of conditions of contract, forms of
tender and invitations to tender and submitting the same
for approval and decision of the Client.

(c) Advising the Client as to tenders, tenderers, prices and
estimates for the carrying out of the Works provided that
no tender shall be accepted or order be placed by the
Consulting Engineers except on behalf of the Client and
with his authority in writing.

C. The general supervision of and other services in connection with
the carrying out of the Works, including as may be necessary in the
particular case.

(a) Advising as to the preparation of the contract relating to
accepted tenders.

(b) Preparing any further plans, designs and drawings necessary
for the carrying out of the Works.

(c) Examining and approving Contractors' details.
(d) Making arrangements on behalf of the Client for the inspection

and testing during manufacture of such materials and plant
as are usually inspected and tested.

(e) Isouing instructions to Contractors and generally supervising
the execution of the Works, including such site visits as
the Consulting Engineers consider necessary.

(f) Issuing all certificates for payments to Contractors.
(g) Supervising acceptance tests on site.
(h) Assisting in settling disputes or differences that may arise

between the Client and Contractors excepting litigation and
arbitration.

(i) Providing the Client on completion of the Works with such
record drawings as are necessary for operation and maintenance.

3. Remuneration of Consulting Engineers. The remuneration of the
Consulting Engineers for the performance of the necessary services under
Clauses 2A, B and C of this agreement shall be calculated as a fee on
the basis and in the manner set out in Part I of the Schedule hereto
and shall become due to the Consulting Engineers (subject to any special
arrangements for interim payments) as follows:
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(a) Trwo-tonths of the fee shall become due when such duties as

may be necessary under C'Iause 2A have been completed.

(b) A further five-tenths of the fee together with the whole

of the additional percentage fee for the design of structural

steelwork and reinforced concrete shall become due when such
duties as may be necessary under Clause 2B have been completed.

(c) The remaining three-tenths of the fee shall become due as

and when the work proceeds in proportion to the value of the

work certified.

Provided that if the Consulting Engineers shall prepare the contract

plans, designs and drawings, in addition to the services under Clause 2A,

then one-half of the fee shall become due under sub paragraph (a) and

two-tenths of the fee shall become due under sub paragraph (b).

Payments or intermediate payments under this clause shall be

calculated on the cost of the accepted tender, or if no such tender

hao been received, on the best estimate of the cost of the Works at the

time payments become due, Such payments or intermediate payments

shall rank solely as payments on account towards the total fee ultimately

payable and calculated on the Cost of the Works, as defined in Clause 6.

Where fees are based upon the time occupied, the Consulting Engineers

shall be paid for work done by themselves and by their technical assistants

at the rates shown in Part II of the Schedule hereto.

Payments on account shall be made in such amounts and on such dates

as may from time to time be agreed. The final payment shall be made

within three months of the completion of the work; should the Contractor's

account of the work not be completed by then, payment shall be made on

the best estimate of the cost at the expiration of three months after
completion, any adjustment necessary being made when the accounts have

been completed.

4. Additional Duties. Should the Client require the Consulting
Engineers to undertake additional duties such as advising or assisting
in connection with:

(a) Obtaining Parliamentary Powers or ministerial Orders.
(b) Departmental Enquiries not directly concerned with the Works.
(c) The valuation, purchase, sale or leasing of lands or the

obtaining of wayleaves.
(d) The making of such revisions as may be required to obtain the

formal approval of the appropriate Government Department
or Public Authority.

(e) Obtaining formal consents by outside Authorities or persons
having rights or powers in connection with the Works or the
site thereof.

(f) The making of special or extensive surveys.
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(g) . Supervising and reporting on model tests or special investiga-
tions on sub-soil, tide, weathor, etc.

(h) Preparing and setting out details and calculations in a form

suitable for sabmission to any appropriate authority.
(i) Preparing shop details for steel work.
(j) The failure of any Contractor to perform his contract.
(k) Arbitration or other legal proceedings.

then the Consulting Engineers shall undertake such duties on terms and

conditions to be agreed between the parties.

5. Out-of-pocket E.penses. In addition to the rezauncration to
be paid under this agreement the Consulting Engineers shall be reimbursed
by the Client all out-of-pocket expenses actually and properly incurred
by them in connection with the Works in respect of:

(a) Printing, reproduction and purchase of all documents, drawings,
maps and records.

(b) Fees for special professional advice and laboratory investiga-
tions as may be obtained by arrangement with the Client.

(c) Telegrams and telephone calls other than locale.
(d) Travelling and hotel expensos and other similar disbursements.
(e) Advertising for tenders and for resident site staff, provided

that the Consulting Engineers and the Client may agree on an
increase in the scale of fee to cover any or all of the expenses
under (a) to (e) above.

6. Cost of Works. A. For the purpose of ascertaining the remunera-
tion to be paid under Clause 3 hereof the Cost of the Works or any part
thereof shall be deemed to include:

(a) The amount certified to the Contractor, or the amount certified
as cost of Works if carried out by direct labor, of Works
designed, specified or suprvised by the Consulting Engineers,
before deduction of liquidated damages or penalties (if any).

(b) A fair valuation of any labor, materials, manufactured goods
or machinery, provided by the Client and of the use and waste
(including all cost of repairs) of constructional plant and
equipment belonging to the Client which he shall require to
be used in the carrying out of the orks.

(c) The market value as though they were purchased new, of any
second-hand materials, manufactured goods and machinery
incorporated in the Works.

B. The Cost of the Works shall not include the following items:

(d) Administrative expenses incurred by the Client.
(e) Payments made to the Consulting Engineers.
(f) Salaries, travelling, out-of-pocket and office expenses of

resident site staff.
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(g) Interest on capital during construction and the cost of

raising moneys required for carrying out the construction

of the Works.
(h) Cost of land and wayleaves.

7, Supervision on Site. The Consulting Engineers shall, subject to

the approval of the Client which shall not be unreasonably withheld,
appoint such resident site staff as is necessary for the efficient super-

vision of work on site or alternatively shall nominate such staff for

appointment by the Client, In either case, such staff shall take

instructions from the Consulting Engineers only. The salaries, allowances,
travelling, office and out-of-pocket expanses of such staff shall be paid
by the Client or if mutually agreed by the Consulting Engineers, but if

paid by the Consulting Engineers such payments shall be refunded to them

monthly by the Client. The Client shall provide such local office

accormaodation, furniture, equipment and transport as shall be reasonably
necessary for the use of the resident staff. In the event of the

Consulting Engineers, with the approval of the Client, not appointing a

full-time resident staff for the supervision of the work on site, they

shall be entitled to charge for any necessary additional services rendered

by themselves and their assistants on a time basis calculated in accordance

with the scale in Part II of the Schedule hereto.

8. Damage or Destruction of Works. If at any time before the

completion of the Works any part of the Works or the equipment therefor

shall be damaged or destroyed by operations of war or other cause, the
Client shall pay to the Consulting Engineers the appropriate fee for any
additional work which may be required to be designed and supervised by
them as a result of such damage or destruction.

9. Postponement, Cancellation or Abandonment of Works. In the

event of the whole or any part of the Works being postponed, cancelled

or abandoned then the payment to be made to the Consulting Engineers for

services performed in respect of that part of the Works so postponed,
cancelled or abandoned shall be determined in accordance with Clauses 3,
4, 5 and such other Clauses of this Agreement as may be applicable 

thereto

twith such appropriate adjustments as may be necessary having regard to
the services performed prior to the Works being so postponed, cancelled

or abandoned). Payments under this Clause shall be calculated on the best

estimate of the value of the relevant part of the Works had it been com-

pleted at the time of its postponement, cancellation or abandonment.
If, at a later date, the Works which have been postponed, cancelled or

abandoned or any part thereof are again proceeded with, any payments made

under this Clause shall rank solely as payments on account towards the

total fee ultimately payable on such Works and calculated on their actual

cost. If the whole or any part of the Works is postponed and additional

services by the Consulting Engineers are necessary in connection with the

resumption of such Works, a fee additional to the amounts payable under

Clauses 3,4,5 and other Clauses hereof shall be due, the fee being on a

time basis in accordance with the scale shown in the Schedule hereto.
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10. Alterations or 1,1odifications to Designs. In the event of circum-

stances arising which could not have been reasonably foreseen, or in the

event of the Client ordering modifications to completed designs or altera-

tions to designs in progress, which require the alteration or remaking of

any specification, drawings or other documents prepared in whole or in

part by the Consulting Engineers, the whole of the cost of revising,
amending or reproducing documents to bring the work up to the stage at
which it was :imodified shall be the subject of additional payment, computed
on a time basis in accordance with the scale shown in the Schedule hereto,

together with any out-of-pocket expenses incurred.

11. Care and Diligence. The Consulting Engineers shall exercise all

reasonable skill, care and diligence in the discharge of the duties agreed
to be performed by them and in so far as any of their duties are discre-

tionary shall act fairly as between the Client and the Contractor or

Contractors. The Consulting Engineers shall have authority to make minor

alterations to design involving minor variations to cost as may be necessary

or e:medient, but they shall obtain the prior approval of the Client to

any substantial modification of the design and cost of the Works and to

any instruction to a Contractor which constitutes a substantial variation,
omission or addition to the contract.

12. Data to be Supplied to Consulting Engineers. The Client shall

furnish all pertinent data and information and give such assistance as

shall reasonably be required for the carrying out by the Consulting Engineers

of their duties under this Agreement and the Consulting Engineers and the

Client shall use all reasonable expedition and despatch in carrying out the

provisions of this Agreement.

13. Ownership of Documents and Copyright. All documents prepared

by the Consulting Engineers in connection with the Works are the property

and copyright of the Consulting Engineers subject to their use by the

Client for the particular Works to which this Agreement relates, and the

Client shall not be entitled, either directly or indirectly, to make use

of such documents for the carrying out of any additional or similar work.

14. Publicity Relating to the Works. In cases where notice or

display boards are erected on the site, the Consulting Engineers shall

have the right, if they so elect, to have their name, designation and

address inscribed on such boards, and to have their name and designation

included when commemorative tablets or stones are provided in the finished

structure. The Consulting Engineers shall also have the right, subject

to the Client's approval, to publish descriptive articles with or without

illustrations, relevant to the Works, either on their own account or in

conjunction with other parties concerned.

15. Non-assignment. The Consulting Engineers shall not have the

right to assign or transfer the benefit and obligations of this Agreement

or any part thereof and the same shall automatically came to an end on the

death of the survivor of them but without prejudice to the accrued rights
of either party against the other under this Agreement provided, however,
that it shall be lawful for the Consulting Engineers at any time to take
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into tartnership another Partner or Partners and that he or they shall
thence be deemed to be included in the expression "the Consulting
Engineers" where the context so allows or permits.

16. Arbitration. Any dispute or difference arising out of this
Agreement shall be referred under the provisions of the Arbitration Act,
(......) or any statutory modifications or re-enactment thereof for the
tine being in force to the arbitration of a person to be mutually agreed
upon or, failing agreement, of some person appointed by the President
for the time being of the Institution of ( name ) Engineers of ( country ).

IM WITNESS whereof, etc.

SCHEDUL.

PART I

Basis of Remuneration

The scale of charges shall be on the basis of....

PART II

Hourly and Daily Rates

The scale of charges on a tine basis shall be as follows:

Time expended by clerical staff (unless otherwise agreed) shall not
be chargeable.

Time spent by Partners, Directors and Technical Staff in travelling
shall be chargeab],e.
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* CONSULTING ENGINEERS

(I) Bank's Interest in Consulting Engineers

The Bank's operations and activities are concerned with

consulting engineers in the following ways:

1, Consulting engineers employed by the Bank to assist in -

a. Project appraisal

b. End use supervision

2. Consulting engineers employed jointly by the Bank and a

member country;

3. Consulting engineers employed by borrowers for -

a. Preliminary investigations and project reports

b. Design and supervision of projects

4. Consulting engineers employed in member countries in

connection with operations not financed by the Bank.

(II) Different Tves of Consulting Engineers

Consulting engineers may, in general, be divided into the

following categories:

A. Firms of professional consulting engineers

B. Firms of consulting engineers who also undertake functions

performed by contractors

C. Firms of consulting engineers associated with or owned by

contractors or manufacturers

D. Contractors with design offices which offer services as

consulting engineers
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E. Manufacturers of specialized plant with design offices which

offer services as consulting engineers

F. Commercial operating organizations or nationalized industries

* undertaking work as consulting engineers.

Firms in Category (A) are in general nearly always members of the

various Associations of Consulting Engineers in the countries of which

they are based. All these Associations define a consulting engineer as

a person possessing the necessary qualifications to practise in one or

more of the various branches of engineering, who devotes himself to

advising the public on engineering matters or to designing and super-

vising the construction of engineering works and for such purposes

occupies and employs his own office and staff, either solely or in

conjunction with another consulting engineer and is not directly or

indirectly concerned or interested in commercial or manufacturing

interests such as would tend to influence his exercise of independent

professional judgement in the matters upon which he advises. The first

and primary duty of the consulting engineer is to safeguard the interest

of the client and to ensure a sound engineering job at minimum cost.

Long experience has shown that this can only be achieved if the contractor

as well As the client has confidence in the impartiality and fairness

of those responsible for the design and supervision of the job. There

are two risks to guard against, - first, actions by the contractor to

the detriment of the client, such as excessive costs or inferior work,

and secondly, though not so common, unfair treatment of the contractor

by the client, such as failure to pay legitimate claims or the issuing

of unwise, misleading or contradictory instructions. Where the relations

between the client and contractor become unsatisfactory for any of the

reasons mentioned above, the job is bound to suffer and in the long run
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the client is the loser. It is to avoid such difficulties that there

has been evolved gradually the client-consultant-contractor relationship

which long experience has proved to be extremely effective. In this

relationship, the consulting engineer stands between client and contractor

and ensures efficient and fair treatment of both parties, as well as

providing the best possible engineering advice. A consulting engineer,

therefore, is one who, through special training, broad experience,

proven ability and professional integrity, brings to his client technical

advice of the highest quality in the fields where he practises as an

expert. In all matters under the terms of reference of his appointment,

he acts as the client's representative and carries out the project to

the best of his ability and in the best interests of his client. Firms

of consulting engineers with these high ethical standards are not and

cannot always be employed for any particular project and consulting

engineers in the other categories listed above may be vsed. Firms in

Category (B) are mostly professional consulting engineers who, however,

undertake functions which would not permit them to be members of one

of the Associations of Consulting Engineers. Frequently they are firms

of high ethical standards and can generally be regarded as being as

suitable as firms in Category (A), so long as their individual limitations

are recognized.

Consulting engineers under Categories (C), (D) and (E) are not

independent and free, and are usually more concerned with their shareholders

than their client. They have in fact to effect a compromise between the

best interests of their shareholders and the best interests of their

client in an effort to keep both satisfied. In general, the only effective

way for a client to safeguard his own interests in employing Categories

(C) and (D) as consulting engineers is to stipulate at the commencement
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that, if acting as consulting engineers, they will not be permitted

to tender subsequently for the construction work. Such a condition

would also in general apply to Category (E) but cases arise in which

firms under this category are the only possible designers of some

specific type of plant or equipment. In such cases, where a specialized

manufacturer, acting as consulting engineer for a project, is also to

supply plant and equipment or to be permitted to tender for plant and

equipment, some safeguard can be obtained by having the project checked

or supervised by an independent consulting engineer who still may not

be capable himself of carrying out the complete specialized designs. An

excellent example of the dangers of using classifications (D) and (E)

as consulting engineers has recently come to light in the case of a

country which permitted a firm of manufacturers to act as consulting

engineers for the designs and preparation of specifications for a water

supply project. As a result of certain complaints, an independent

consulting engineer was brought in to report on the plans and specifications

which had been drawn up. A copy of this report is attached hereto as

Appendix I.

Category (F) is self-explanatory and such organizations are usually

confined to surveys and project appraisals. It is unusual and usually

unsatisfactory to a client for such organizations to be used for complete

design and supervision of a project,

(III) Selection of Consulting Engineers

Consulting engineering firms who are members of the professional

Associations of Consulting Engineers are prevented by the rules of their

Association from knowingly entering into competition for selection of

consulting engineers on a competitive price basis. Such price competition

is also expressly forbidden in most of the national professional institutionE
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of engineers such as the American Society of Civil Engineers and the

Institution of Civil Engineers of England. It is not only wrong

professionally but is not in the best interests of the client. This

concept is well set out in an article by ffilliam Carey, until recently

Executive Secretary of the American Society of Civil Engineers. This

article appeared in the May 1954 issue of "Civil Engineering" and a

copy is attached hereto as Appendix II. Competitive bidding for professional

services on a fee basis places a premium on inefficiency and incompetency.

Cheap design nearly always means high construction costs. This does not

mean that price of engineering services should be neglected in negotiations

for the selection of a consulting engineer but qualifications other than

the cost of fees should carry most of the weight in selection of professional

services. In making inquiries from consulting engineering firms, therefore,

for their possible use for professional services, certain questions should

be asked and the answers to these questions should forM the main basis

in the selection of consulting engineers, rather than the fees which they

may require for undertaking the work. There are a number of questions

which in general should always be asked in considering the selection of

a firm of consulting engineers:

1. What are the qualifications of the firm for undertaking the

project in question?

2. What classes of work have they undertaken in the past?

3. What size staff do they employ and what volume of work have

they on hand at the time in question?

4. In what countries have they worked?

5. What staff would they propose to assign to the present project?

6. What are the qualifications of each of the staff?

7. How would they propose to tackle the job?
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8. What would be their time schedule for the work contemplated?

9. What items of work or investigation would they cover?

10. Lastly, - what fees would they charge?

On the basis of the answers to all these questions, the selected

consulting engineer should be required by the client to present himself

in order that the client may appraise his general character and demeanour

and discuss with him the project in general, so that he may finally

negotiate an agreement with him for the work in question.

The safest and best procedure for an owner or client to adopt in

the appointment of his consulting engineers is as follows:

(1) To prepare a list from personal knowledge or recommendations

by qualified sources, such as other employers or engineering

societies, of firms of consulting engineers considered suitable

for the project in question.

(2) To invite the firms on that list to submit their qualifications,

experience and capacity for undertaking the project on behalf

of the client.

(3) To select from these proposals one or more consulting engineers

to be interviewed.

(4) To determine which one of the consulting engineers interviewed

is best qualified for the particular engagement under consideratior

(5) To negotiate with the consulting engineer so selected for

services of the nature and extent required. The reasonableness

of the fees to be charged may be checked from personal knowledge

or from other employers or engineering societies.

(6) To enter into an agreement with the consulting engineers

selected on the basis of the negotiations for the services
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required. Engagements involving preliminary investigations

and reports should commit the consulting engineer to limiting

fees in case additional engineering services are required

at a later date on the same project.

(IV)Duties of Consulting Engineers

It is worthwhile explaining in general terms the normally accepted

duties of a consulting engineer. Wen a project is conceived by an

authority or industrialist, many factors connected with the scheme may

be unknown. It may, for instance, be desired to store water on a

monsoon-fed river for irrigation and power generation purposes. Before

even the most preliminary designs can be made, many data must be collected#

and if the authority does not have the personnel available, the study of

the whole scheme could be handed over to consulting engineers.

If the preliminary investigation indicates the practicability of

the scheme, and it is decided to proceed with further investigations,

it would be the duty of the consultants to carry out ground surveys for

the structures and buildings, or arrange on behalf of the client, for

test borings, trial pits, test piling, etc. and for the supply of any

models and other investigations which may be required. They would select

the best type of civil works or buildings and the correct pressure for

boilers and generating plant, the most suitable types of water turbines

or other plant and machinery. In fact, they would advise on all matters

connected with the scheme.

On the result of the tests and investigations, the consulting

engineers would be able to complete the Project Report from which the

final decision would be taken regarding actual construction work. When

the Project Report is accepted and the consulting engineers appointed
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for the complete scheme, it is their duty to draw up all detail plans,

designs and specifications, as well as the forms of tender and conditions

of contract.

The consulting engineers would advertise or negotiate on behalf of

the client for tenders and on receipt of them would advise the client as

to the most acceptable offer. On the appointment of a contractor, the

consultants would approve the contractor's working drawings, inspect the

plant during manufacture, and supervise all the work during construction.

Finally, when the works are completed, they would carry out the taking-

over tests, certify their correctness, and hand over the completed job

to the clients ready for normal operation. After the construction work

is completed, they would, if required, assist the client during the

preliminary operational stages.

Thus the consulting engineers relieve the client of all the detailed

engineering work during the construction period and so enable him to

concentrate on building up the permanent organization which will be

required for operating the works when completed. They do, however,

carry out their work in collaboration with the client so as to ensure

that the completed works are such as to fulfil his requirements.

Where the client is engaged on large-scale operations embracing

a regular programme of construction extending over many years, it is,

of course, usual for the client to have a permanent engineering

organization and for the consulting engineers to be brought in for special

advice and to deal with certain of the larger schemes which might otherwise

overtax the resources of the client's permanent organization. In this

event, the consulting engineers naturally maintain close collaboration

with the client's chief engineer and his staff throughout the progress of
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the work and in particular consult with them on all major questions of

design and placing of contracts.

The services rendered by consulting engineers are a necessary part

of any engineering undertaking. That is to say, these services have to

be carried out whether consulting engineers are employed or not. Consequentli

the cost of these services is an inevitable part of the cost of the job.

Long experience has shown that in most cases these costs are greater if

the work is undertaken by the promoter of the project, since he does

not have the special experience or organization necessary for such duties.

If the work is undertaken by the contractor, the extra cost will appear

in the contract price, with the disadvantage that the client is very

largely in the contractor's hands, and the work is inevitably designed

and organized to meet the contractor's commitments. The consulting

engineer, on the other hand, has built up his organization with the

primary object of providing such services in the most efficient and

impartial manner at the lowest possible cost.

Consulting engineering is a profession, just as those of medicine,

the law, architecture, etc., and its members are bound by codes of

conduct and professional etiquette.

The employment of consulting engineers is not peculiar to any one

part of the world. In most countries, their value and duties are well

known, and even though the large railway companies, dock authorities,

electricity supply authorities, manufacturing firms and Government Public

Works Departments have their own trained engineers for normal work, the

broader experience and specialist knowledge of consulting engineers is

often called upon when major new schemes are launched. This may be

compared with the normal practice in the medical profession of obtaining

a second opinion or of calling in a specialist.
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It should be appreciated by the client that the consulting engineer

is just as interested as the client in early completion of the work,

since the later the completion, the heavier the overhead charges which

the engineer has to face, The greater the time to complete the works,

the greater is the financial strain on the engineer, but his extensive

experience generally enables many pitfalls to be avoided which might

otherwise lengthen the construction period. It is in all these ways that

a consulting engineer can render services to his client and act in his

best interests, where others undertaking the same work cannot be of

the same value to the client.

(V) Terms of Reference

Wherever possible, terms of reference covering what the consulting

engineer is required to do should be given to him at the time that he is

asked to put forward his proposals. These terms of reference will very

from project to project, but in general many of the terms will be required

in a similar form in all projects, but separate terms of reference will

be required for -

1. Preliminary investigations and project reports;

2. Designs, specifications, preparation of contract documents

and supervision.

It is possible to draw up model lists of these terms of reference which

are mainly of general application to all jobs, providing it is borne in

mind that not all items are applicable to every job.

1, Preliminary investigations and proect reports -

a. General consultation with client as to his requirements;

b. Preliminary site surveys, such as may be necessary for the

purpose of the project report;
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c. Investigation of all available data or information relating

to the proposed works;

d. Advice to the client as to the necessity for special inves-

tigations of conditions of subsoil, tide or weather;

e, Arranging for the carrying out of such bore holes, test piles,

trial pits, soundings, marine or hydrological investigations

as may be necessary;

f. Interpretation of the results of such investigations;

g. Preparation of sketch plans, showing the project in general

outline;

h. Preparation of market studies;

i. Preparation of traffic studies;

J. Investigation and recommendatns on proposed or existing

management;

k. Preparation of economic study of the project;

1. Consideration and recommendation on operation of the project

when completed;

m. Consideration of commercial feasibility of the project;

n. Estimates of cost of construction;

o. Estimates of time schedules and programs for construction;

p. Proposed rates for operation;

q. Consideration of international boundaries where applicable;

r. Consideration of associated works necessary, such as temporary

housing, access roads;

s. Consideration of compensations which may be payable, such as

for flooding land;

t* Recommendations on purchase or acquisition of land;
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u. Consultation with any architect or other advisor appointed

by the client in regard to architectural treatment or other

features of the works.

2. Designs specifications, preparation of contract docments and

Muervision -

a. Preparation of detailed site surveys;

b. The making of designs, drawings, specifications and preparing

schedules or bills of quantities;

c. The preparing of conditions of contract, forms of tender and

invitations to tender and submitting these for approval and

decision by the client;

d. Advising the client as to lists of tenderers.

e. Advising the client as to tenders, tenderers, prices and

estimates for the carrying out of the works;

f. Advising as to the preparation of the contract relating to

accepted tenders;

g. Preparing any further plans, designs and contracts necessary

for the carrying out of the works;

h. Examining and approving contractors' and manufacturers' details;

i. Making arrangements on behalf of the client for the inspection

and testing during manufacture of such materials and plant as

are usually inspected and tested;

J. Issuing instructions to contractors and manufacturers and

generally supervising the execution of the works;

k. Providing time schedules and progress reportb;

1. Providing forecasts of funds required;

m. Issuing of certificates for payments to contractors and

manufacturers;
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n. Supervising acceptance tests on site;

o. Assisting in settling disputes or differences that may arise

between the client and contractors excepting litigation and

arbitration;

p. Providing the client on completion of the works with such

record drawings as are necessary for operation and maintenance;

q. Assisting the client in organizing management;

r. Assisting the client on putting the project into operation

and organizing and training an operating staff.

(VI)Fees for Consulting Engineers

The remuneration of the consulting engineers for the performance

of their service as outlined above can be made in a variety of ways.

Two or more methods may be combined in any project and fees should be

agreed beforehand to suit each particular case. The following are

the bases usually employed:

(1) Percentage of cost. (Fee based on a percentage of actual

cost of work contemplated or constructed.)

(2) Fixed lump sum fee

(3) Cost plus a fixed fee

(4) Daily or hourly rates

(5) Cost plus basis where scope of work is difficult to determine

(6) Retainer fees

The decision concerning the acceptable method of computing fees

on a particular job necessitates consideration of various important

items, each of which has a bearing on the agreement for service to be

entered into between the engineer and his client, as each agreement

should be drawn to meet specific conditions. The following description
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of each of these methods of calculating fees is taken from the Vanual

of Professional Practice of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

but is applicable to all consulting engineers generally throughout

the world.

Percentage of Cost of Work

Compensation based on a percentage of the final net cost of constructioi

is the usual and most convenient method.

If the services cover only estimating and design or if the construction

is postponed or cancelled, compensation is based on the estimated constructi(

cost as determined by the Engineer.

Cost of work constitutes the adtual total construction cost in

place, including labor, materials, equipment, etc., but excluding the

engineering cost. Also excluded as items of "net cost" are the cost

of financing, commissions, cost of real estate, legal and other similar

expense.

Fixed Lump Sum Fee

Compensation under this method is usually arrived at by negotiation

in which the amount of the fixed lump sum may be deterrined by either

of two methods. In the first and preferable method, the lump sum fee is

determined by applying a percentage to the estimated construction cost,

and stating the result as a lump sum.

The second method may be used in cases where the estimated construction

cost is difficult to determine but where the client desires to develop

a lump sum fee for the engineering service required. In this method,

the lump sum fee is the sum of the following three items:

a. Estimated direct payroll costs.

b. Estimated overhead costs as defined (page 16),

c. A surcharge on the total of (a) and (b) above of not less than 50%

of that total representing compensation and profit to the engineer.
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In addition, the engineer should be reimbursed for all travel,

subsistence and other out-of-pocket expenses directly chargeable to the

work. In instances where unusual specialized skill and judgment are

required, the above method plus a per diem is recommended.

Under this method, the agreement should include a stated time limit

for the performance of the services and a provision for additional

compensation for changes required to be made after preliminary plans have

been approved. Further provision should be made for equitable adjustment

in compensation in case the original project is expanded or reduced in

scope.

Cost Plus a Fixed Fee

For many civil engineering projects, the engineer is required to

start work before the scope of the project can be accurately defined and

estimated. This indeterminate project scope generally results from the

requirement for special studies, research or experimental work, preparation

of estimates for alternate types of construction, etc.

For this type of project, the cost plus a fixed fee method offers

a satisfactory basis for performing such service.

Under cost plus fixed fee agreements the engineer is reimbursed for

the direct cost of services, supplies, etc., including:

a. Salaries of engineers, designers, draftsmen and other technical

employees engaged on the project.

b. Drafting, clerical and stenographic expenses and supplies.

c. Blueprinting, photostating, printing and other reproduction costs.

d. Telephone, telegraph and postage expenses.

e. Travel and living expenses of principals and other employees

on business connected with the project.

f. The cost of any other items directly chargeable to the work or

agreed to be included at the time the agreement is made.
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If the services are performed in the engineer's home office, the

applicable indirect or overhead expenses of the engineer are properly

added to the direct costs. Overhead is generally computed as a percentage

of the productive payroll, i.e. the salaries of engineers, designers,

draftsmen and other technical employees while engaged on the project.

Cost plus fixed fee services at times are required to be performed

in a field office at or near the site of the project. The consideration

dictating this procedure is generally the necessity of getting the project

started as soon as possible, the plans being developed as the construction

work proceeds.

The computation of the applicable overhead allowance for cost plus

fixed fee services performed in a field office may be subject to negotiation

between the engineer and the client. Such services absorb a certain

capacity of the engineer to take on additional work, and an equitable

charge for overhead is justified.

In addition to reimbursement for direct and indirect costs, the

engineer is paid a fixed fee, which usually ranges from 2% to 4% of the

construction cost depending on the size and character of the project and

scope of the engineering services involved. In many cases, the fixed fee

is calculated as a percentage of the estimated construction cost as

determined by the Engineer.

Daily or Hourly Fates

The per diem basis of compensation is particularly adapted to Court

work or similar work involving irregular personal servIce.

When such consulting or expert services are furnished, the engineer

is compensated for all time devoted to the work, including time of travel.

The per diem fee should be based on the complexity of the work involved
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and the breadth of experience of the engineer. In addition to the

compensation based on the per diem, the engineer is reimbursed for travel,

subsistence and other out-of-pocket expense incurred while away from his

home office.

For Court work or other engagements on which the engineer is to appear

as an expert, a per diem is considered to have been earned for each day

of such appearance, although he may not be called to testify, or if called,

may finish his testimony in a fraction of the day.

On occasions, the urgency of the engagement requires the engineer

to work longer than the customary seven or eight-hour day. In such instance,

an understanding with the client should be made as to what constitutes a

per diem, as the urgency may require the engineer to work more than the

usual hours per day in order to complete his work. In such cases, the

per diem may be based on the normal number of working hours per day or

the per diem rate may be increased to take into consideration the extended

work day.

For certain kinds of work, compensation based on hourly rates makes an

equitable arrangement. Compensation for engineering service on an hourly

basis demands a higher rate per hour than would be represented in a per

diem rate. Also, the hourly rates should apply to time required for

travel involved, plus reimbursement for travel costs, subsistence and

other out-of-pocket expenses. Depending on the duration of the services,

compensation on an hourly basis may fairly include an agreement on an upset

minimum amount or retainer in addition to the payments based on the hourly

rates.

Cost plus Basis where Scope of vlork is Difficult to Determine

There are numerous cases where the extent of the engineering service

required is difficult, if not impossible, to'pre-determine. Under such
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circumstances it is impossible to establish fees as a percentage of

estimated construction cost. In this general classification and where

partners' or officers' time comprises a major portion of the engineering

costs, per diem rates mutually agreed to by the client and the engineer

are recommended, with reimbursement for travel, subsistence and other

direct expenses.

In other cases in this classification, a reasonable fee may be

developed by use of the second method outlined in "Fixed Lump Sum Fee".

In still other cases of this general type, the cost plus a fixed

fee method, as previously outlined, will provide the best basis for

negotiating the fee.

Retainer Fees

The employment of engineers on a retainer fee basis is a common

practice of clients who wish to be assured of always having available in

the future the services of a certain individual engineer or organization.

This method is used in cases of protracted litigation, when the calls

upon the engineer may be intermittent. It is also used in the development

of undertakings for which the services of an engineering specialist are

not required on a full time basis. Industrial companies may also employ

on a retaining fee basis the engineers who prepared the plans and

specifications for manufacturing plants and thus are familiar with any

problems arising from maintenance or plant additions.

The amount of the retainer varies with the character and value of

the services to the client and the reputation and standing of the engineer

in his profession.

The terms of agreements for services on a retainer fee basis also

vary widely. The compensation may be based on a fixed sum, paid monthly
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or on some other mutually agreeable basis, with per diem or hourly rates

in addition for time spent at the request of the client.

In any case, the same principles as explained previously for per

diem or hourly charges govern in their use under retaining fee agreements.

Overhead

Overhead may be defined as those costs incurred which do not contribute

to the solution of the engineering problems at hand, but which are

nevertheless essential to the continued operation of an engineering business.

Depending upon the size of the engineering organizatioL, items of overhead

expense may include any or all of the following:

Rent, including utilities; administrative expenses of conducting

business, accounting and purchasing, business promotion, clerical and

stenographic help, unallocated salaries, taxes except Federal and State

income taxes, office supplies and equipment, insurance, including life

insurance on officers of the firm, telephone and telegraph; legal expenses;

bad debt provision, depreciation on furniture and equipment; library and

periodical expense.

The following are also commonly included as items of overhead: Social

Security, unemployment, excise and payroll taxes, employees' compensation

insurance, sick leave, vacation and holiday pay. Under some methods of

accounting, the items in the previous sentence are considered as a part

of direct payroll or salary cost. Overhead is commonly expressed as a

percentage of productive payroll, i.e., the salaries of engineers,

assistants, designers, draftsmen and other technical er.ployees engaged

on the project.

The amount of overhead cost incurred will vary from month to month

and from job to job, depending upon the type of work and work load in which
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the engineering firm is currently engaged. Overhead may range from as

low as 25/ to 1095 and more of direct costs.

Re-use of Plans

Plans represent the product of training, experience and professional

skill and accordingly belong to and remain the property of the producer

unless specifically agreed to the contrary. Certain engineering organiza-

tions systematically cover by "copyright" all plans, sketches, and designs

prepared by them in order to protect themselves in possible cases of

piracy of their ideas.

While direct copying of engineering designs is infrequent, in

submitting novel designs or plans solving difficult protlems in construc-

tion, the engineer should protect them either by copyright or by requiring

the recognition of ownership through a proper provision in the contract

for service or both.

Interim Paents

Interim payments for ennineering services should be provided for

as the work proceeds. Provision should be made for compensation, if

for any reason the work is abandoned or deferred. The details covering

payments may differ with each job according to the conditions involved.

It is quite customary for an interim amount to become due and payable

when a preliminary study is completed and the report rendered, and again

when detailed plans and specifications are completed or when the construc-

tion contracts have been signed. Sometimes such arrangements for interim

payments are made on a more frequent basis. In any case, interim payments

should be made promptly after the engineer has completed each phase of

his work whether or not the next phase is begun.
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Items to be paid for in addition to Percentage Fee

The following items of cost cannot be determined accurately in

advance and are not within the sole control of the engineer. Ordinarily

they are paid for in addition to the percentage fee in the manner stated

and the engineer should keep separate complete accounts of these five

items:

1. Field surveys, property, boundary and right-of-way surveys, flow

gaging, specialized sub-surface investigations, or similar instrumental

work for preliminary investigations and report; instrument surveys

for design; and services of resident engineers and inspectors.

A fee based on salary cost plus 100 percent, plus reimbursement

for actual travelling and subsistence expense, long distance telephone

and telegraph charges and similar direct field expense.

2. Services of locally employed field staff additional to resident

engineer and inspectors:

A charge based on salary cost plus 50 percent, plus reimbursement

for necessarily incurred travelling and subsistence expense and supplies.

3. Furnishing reproduction of drawings or of detailed plans and

specifications.

At cost plus 50 percent service charge, or at price agreed upon

with the client.

4. Services during readvertisement for bids for construction:

A charge based on salary cost plus 50 percent, plus reimbursement

for necessarily incurred travelling and subsistence expense, long-distance

telephone and telegraph charges, and payment at recommended rate for

needed additional copies of plans and specifications.
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Limiting lump sums for the above services are often included in

engineering contracts.

5. The client should pay directly, and in addition to the percentage

fee, for special tests and research, mill and shop inspection of materials

and equipments, sampling and analyses of water and sewage and for

foundation explorations such as borings, test pits and soil mechanics

laboratory investigations, rhether for preparation of preliminary report

with estimated cost, or for final detailed plans and specifications.

Litigatiopn

Nothing should be written in the engineering agreement to obligate

the engineer to prepare for or appear in litigation in behalf of the

client, except in consideration of additional compensation.

Re-design requred by Client

1hen re-design of work is required by the client after the

preliminary report or preliminary plans have been approved, compensation

for such re-design should be on basis of salary cost of employees plus

100 percent in addition thereto for allowance for overhead and principals'

time iLn addition, reimbursement should be made for travelling and

subsistence expense, long-distance telephone and telegraph charges and

similar direct expense occasioned by the work of re-design.

(VII)Relations of the Engineer with theClient

It is valuable to outline the relations of the consulting engineer

with his client as normally accepted.

1. The engineer may act as designer, supervisor of construction,

professional adviser to the Owner, or in all three capacities, or in

combination of these capacities. 21e shall act in a strictly judicial

manner.
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2. The engineer is entitled to compensation for professional advice.

He should not offer such advice free. His charges for services should

conform to general practice and should always be adequate to permit

conscientious compliance with assumed obligations.

3. Unless authorized by the owner, he shall not receive directly

or indirectly any royalty, gratuity or commission on any patented or

protected article or process used in connection with work upon which he

is retained by the Owner; nor shall he accept without the Owner's

consent any trade commissions, discounts, allowances, indirect profits

or other secondary considerations in connections with any professional

service which he undertakes for the Owner.

I., He shall not directly or indirectly engage in any of the building

trades while practicing professionally.

5. He shall inform the Owner of any business connections, interests,

or circtunstances which might influence his judgment or the quality of

his services.

6. Consultation with engineers who have made certain branches of

professional work a specialty, or who have acquired a pre-eminent standing

should be encouraged by the engineer having general charge of any work,

and may be required by the Otmer. In either case, the engagement of

the consulting engineer should be satisfactory to both the owner and

engineer and shall be at the expense of the owner.

H1o engineer shall agree to act as consulting engineer except at

the request or with the knowledge of the engineer in direct charge of

the work; and his reports and advice should be confined to the particular

matters upon uifich he has been consulted.
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Charges for consultation should take into account the value of the

services rendered as well as the time spent in arriving at conclusions

or opinions.

7. The engineer when acting as supervisor is the official interpreter

of the agreement and shall insist upon its faithful performance by both

parties.

8. 7lanning, designing and supervising are the functions of the

engineer. All problems involving these functions should be presented

to the engineer rather than to the contractor.

9. As a coimlete service, the engineer shall furnish promptly

whatever general, structural and mechanical plans, details and specifica-

tions are needed for bidders or contractors. He shall not require

bidders, contractors or sub-contractors to make gratuitously drawings

or specifications which it is his duty to furnish.

10. Te shall not attempt to conceal possible oversights or errors,

nor to shirk responsibility by indefinite clauses in contracts or

specifications. Specifications shall clearly define unusual trade

terms or trade names and customs understood to be part of the specifications.

11. The engineer will generally find it advantageous to himself and

to the o-mer, before plans and specifications are detailed, to have the

owner cormitted to a program of awarding contracts; that is, to have

him decide whether he uill let a general, a segregated, a lump-sum,

a cost-plus fee, a unit price or other form of contract.

12. The engineer is entrusted with financial undertakings in which

his honesty of purpose must be above suspicion; he acts as professional

adviser to the owner and his advice must be absolutely disinterested;
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he is charged with the exercise of judicial functions as bet-een owner

and contractor and must act with entire impartiality; he has moral

responsibilities to his professional associates and subordinates;

finally, he is engaged in a profession which carries with it grave

responsibility to the public.

(VIII)Approvals anc, Re commendations by the Bank

In general, for all projects of an engineering nature for which

applications may be made to the Bank for consideration for loans or

other purposes, the Bank will recuire a report covering investigations,

estimates and project appraisals. For this purpose, the Bank will

require that consulting engineers shall be appointed to prepare the

project report on the basis of terms of reference such as those outlined

above for preliminary investigations and project reports (page 10).

In general, in all cases of project development involving engineering,

the Bank will require the appointment of consultin- engineers for the

design and supervision of execution of the project. Such engineers

ill be appointed on the basis of terms of reference such as those

outlined above for design and supervision of construction (page 12).

14hether consulting engineers are appointed by a member country of the

Bank or borrower, before or after an approach has been made to the Bank,

the Bank in all cases reserves the right to approve of the consulting

engineers appointed and to approve of the terms of reference given to

the consulting engineers. In accordance with the Bank' s policy, firms

woud not be approved from countries which are not members of the Bank,

except Switzerland. "There consulting engineers have not been appointed

before an approach is made to the Bank, the Dank would agree with the
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borrower on the terms of reference to be given to the consulting engineers

and where the borrower is unable to prepare these terms of reference for

himself, or asks the Bank to assist in the matter, the Bank would assist

by recommending suitable terms of reference to the borrower, based on

the lists above. In considering the appointment of consulting engineers,

the Bank would, if necessa:"y, advise the borrower on the questions to

be asked from the proposed or contesting firms of consulting engineers

as outlined in "Selection of Consulting Engineers"(Page 4) for the

purpose of enabling the borrower to make his selection of consulting

engineers and where the Bank is to give approval of consulting engineers,

the borrower should be required to submit to the Bank the answers to

the various questions which he has received from the proposed or contesting

firms of consulting engineers. In the event of the member country or

prospective borrower not knowing how to proceed with the appointment

of consulting engineers, the Bank would be willing to assist in this

respect, advising the borrower on the questions to be asked and terms

of reference to be given to the consulting engineers. In the event

of the member country or prospective borrower still further requiring

assistance in the names of suitable firms of consulting engineers to

approach, but only if necessary, the Bank would be willing to provide

such a list. In doing so, the lank, in preparing a list of firms of

oonsulting engineers for submission to the member country or prospective

borrower, would have t'egard to the following points:

- (1) That the list should, where possible, be restricted to firms of

consulting engineers in Categories (A) and (B) and that firms in categories

(C), (D), (E) and (F) should not be included in the list unless essential
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or necessary because of some specific reasons involved in some particular

cases. A list containing a mixture of firms from Categories (A) to (F)

is not advisable. !here firms in Categories (A) and (B) are not

available and suitable, then selections can be made, according to

circumstances, from Categories (C), (D), (E) and (F).

(2) The list should be as international as possible, having regard

to the circumstances of each particular case. It should be remembered

that some countries such as the U.S.A. and U.K. have a far larger

number of firms of consulting engineers than some other countries such

as Holland, Sweden or Italy, which may have only one or two firms.

In order to maintain an even balance, therefore, an international list

should contain a larger number of firms from the U.S.A. and U.K. than

from other countries.

(3) The list should be varied as much as possible, that is to say,

a firm should not be recorriended on two consecutive lists if other

equally suitable firms are available and suitable for the same work.

(4) Consideration should be given to the known load and capacity

of the firms considered for a list.

(5) Consideration should be given to the experience of the firms

in the class of work to be undertaken.

(6) Consideration should be given to the experience of the firms

in various parts of the world and particularly in the vicinity of the

work to be undertaken.

Based on the above considerations, suitable lists can be prepared

in the Bank from an examination of the Register of Consulting Engineers

for submission to the client, and with this list the client can act in

accordance with the procedure outlined above.
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!.,hen the Bank is required to prepare a list of consulting engineers

for submission to the client, the list should be accompanied by the

folloring qualifications:

1. That the list is not exhaustive;

2. That the firms named are qualified but that whether any of

them should be employed must depend, among other things, on the

niber and qualifications of the staff who can be made available for

the particular project;

3. That the client is free to invite proposals from any firm of

consulting engineers not included in the list, provided that before

any actual appointment is made, the Ba's approval of the firm is

sought if its name is not included in the list submitted by the Bank,

the assumption being that further approval is not required by the Bank

if any one of the firms on its recomended list is chosen, as these

would not be put on the list if the Bank were not prepared to approve

of them, subject always, of course, to their proposals being acceptable.

. That the client shall provide suitable terms of reference which

shall be previously agreed with the Bank;

5. That in seeking proposals from the consulting engineers, the

client shall adopt the procedure outlined above and require the

proposed firms of consulting engineers to answer the questions given

above as may be agreed between the client and the Bank.

WVhere the client submits a list of proposed names of consulting

engineers to the Bank, the Bank would give consideration to the

following circumstances:

1. That the list is all from one country or not sufficiently

international;
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2. That any of the firms are not qualified;

3. That there are other better firms not included in the list;

4. That the list contains a mixture of firms from Categories

other than (A) and (B).

At as early a stage as possible in discussions between the Bank

and the client in regard to the appointment of consulting engineers,

the Bank would make known to the client its desire that as far as

possible, and providing circumstances permit, the selection of consulting

engineers shall be from Categories (A) and (D). In the event of a

client wishing to appoint a firm from Categories (C) to (F), the client

shall make clear to such firm or firms at the earliest stage that in

the event of their undertaking work as consulting engineers, and

providing a Bank loan should result, they or their associated firms

would not be permitted to take part in tendering for contracts for

construction or the supply of equipment or plant. In other words,

a firm which undertakes contracting work or manufacture of plant and

equipment as well as consulting engineering must make up its mind at

the initial stage whether it wishes, in that particular project, to act

as consulting engineers or to act as contractors or suppliers and it

should be made quite clear to them that for a project with a Bank loan

or in which the Bank is interested in any other way, it would not be

permissible to act as both consulting engineer and contractor, or as

both consulting engineer and supplier.

There has recently come to light the action which has been taken

by the Ceylon Government in connection with Stage 2 of the Aberdeen-

Laksapana Hydroelectric Scheme. Attached hereto as Appendix III is a
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copy of a letter dated 12th December, 1955, which the Ninistry of

Transport and WTorks of the Ceylon Government has sent out to a nuber

of firms of consulting engineers, contractors and others. This is

a clear case where the Department of the Government concerned does not

appreciate the implications of the circular letter which it has issued.

Should they proceed with the scheme on the basis of this letter, whether

with or without a Bank loan, by appointing a firm or firms which have

put in proposals in accordance with this letter, they would be laying

up trouble for themselves which would probably result in increased

costs, inferior work and possibly even litigation.

It is cases such as this, which are not isolated ones, which make

it necessary that the Dank should inform the borrower at the earliest

stage of its views in regard to the appointment of consulting engineers

and ensure that the prospective borrower fully understands the difference

between consulting engineers and constructing firms and suppliers, and

the implications involved in undertak"ing work on a basis such as that

outlined in the letter fron the Keylon Goverznaent.

The Bank would reserve to itself the right to approve or comment

on the proposed agreement with the consulting engineers, which agreement

should include in all cases the terms of reference.

(IX)The Bank's quirements and Commitments in, regad to JConsultn ngineers

7here the Eank has approved the appointment of consulting engineers

either for preliminary investigations and project reports or for design

and supervision of construction, they should regard the consulting

engineers as advisers and consultants to the client, acting in the

client' s best interests and through the client to the Bank itself. In

other words, they should be regarded in the same light as one would regard
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advice from a surgeon or lawyer. The Bank should regard their advice

as being the best obtainable and would accept such advice except in

unusual circumstances or for very special reasons. It is not pro-

fessional or ethical for a firm of consulting engineers to report on

the work of another consulting engineer except with the latter' s

knowledge and approval or if his appointment has been terminated. A

reputable and ethical firm of consulting engineers would not undertake

such an assignment without assurances on these points. The Bank is not

necessarily comaitted or bound by the advice and recommendations of

consulting engineers, but in appointing or recommending or approving

their appointment, should be willing to have sufficient confidence in

them to accept their recommendations and proposals, unless and until

circumstances should warrant otherwise. Should the Bank not be satisfied

with the work of consulting engineers, they should be free to discuss

the matter with the client and the consulting engineers and in the event

of the Bank not being satisfied with some action taken or advice or

recommendations, they should be free to consider whether they have lost

confidence in the consulting engineers to such an extent that it would

be desirable to terminate their appointment or require the client to

do so and appoint others. It is advisable that the Bank should reserve

to itself the right to -

1. Approve or comment on proposals received by the client from

consulting engineers,

2. Take steps to ensure that the consulting engineers have the

authority to carry out their responsibilities efficiently,
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3. Naintain direct relations with its borrowers' consulting

engineers, but only if necessary,

4. Give the consulting engineers support in their relations

with borrowers,

5. Require the borrower to advise it of cases in which the

borrower acts contrary to the advice of the consulting engineers.

The Bank should require the consulting engineers, where possible,

to draw up all specifications and plans in such a way as to be suitable

for international tendering, and where international tendering is

possible, no specification should be drawn up in such a way as to give

advantage to one countryt s contractors or manufacturers. Where, in

documents, it is advisable or necessary to specify an article or method

of work by reference to a particular firm's manufacture of an article

or method of work, the words "or other approved" should be added at

the end of the sentence specifying such article or method of work.

Uhere a specification is drawn up in such a way that it favors one

particular country, and it is not possible to include alternative

specifications to cover all countries, a clause such as the following

should be added at the end of the specification or specifications:

"Any firm tendering and unable to comply with this sepcification

or specifications, by reason of country or common usage such as

because of different standards normally adopted in the country

of the firm tendering, should tender on the basis of specifications

and materials normally adopted in the country to which the firm is

accustomed, providing such standards are at least equal in quality

to the articles or methods specified or implied in these specifi-

cations."
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71here a tenderer wishes to put forward alternative proposals by

reason of his views on the proposed designs or specifications, but not

by reason of different standards in the country from which he works

(which is covered by the above clause) he should be permitted to submit

his alternative proposals, provided always that he also submits a

tender based on the designs and specifications provided (except as

varied by the above two clauses).

These requirements of the Bank in regard to the work of consulting

engineers might be included in an appropriate form in the Bank Loan

Agreements.

(X)Consulting Engineers'Agreements and Fees

It may be useful for the Bank to have a model form of agreement

of a type which is normal as between a consulting engineer and his

client. Such a form might be of value when the Bank is discussing

with borrowers the appointment of consulting engineers and would be a

guide to borrowers who may not be familiar with such agreements. It

must be remembered, however, that no two sets of circumstances in

regard to the appointment of consulting engineers are usually alike

and, therefore, no model form will be acceptable in all circumstances

and must be adjusted to suit each set of conditions. In other words,

it can normally only be taken as a guide and used as a basis to prepare

an agreement in each particular case. Such a model form of agreement

is attached hereto as Appendix IV. This form has been taken from the

Model Forms of Agreements published by the Association of Consulting

Engineers of Great Britain but is generally acceptable to all professional

firms of consulting engineers throughout the world.
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The various methods of remuneration of consulting engineers have

already been described (page 13 et sig.) and do not in general require

further elucidation. But, as the most usual method adopted for

determination of fees is that based on percentage of cost, either

estimated or actual, there are certain scales of fees recommended by

the various associations of consulting engineers. The fees recommended

by the British Association of Consulting Engineers and the American

Institute of Consulting Engineers have been tabulated in the form of

graphs. Further graphs have been estimated showing the various

additions and deductions which may be made, according to the requirements

of particular circumstances, to cover certain items which are regarded

as extra to the basic fees or which may be deductible if certain services

are not performed. The composite graphs are attached hereto as

Appendices V, VI and VII, but here again it must be pointed out that

circumstances vary and the graphs must be taken as a guide only. The

following are exaarmples of cases where the amount of work to be performed

by the consulting engineer is not normal:

(a) The work is of an unusually complexc or difficult character;

(b) The work is exceptionally large in extent or very simple in

character, e.g., long tunnels, long lengths of roadwork,

large dredging contracts, long lengths of large diameter

trunk water mains or sewers;

(c) The works are to be carried out by direct labor, or partly

by direct labor and partly by contract;

(d) The works are to be carried out by means of many separate

contracts;
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(e) The work comprises substantial alterations or additions

to existing structures;

(f) The execution of the work is retarded in order to spread

the costs over a number of years;

(g) The work is for a client of long standing who retains the

same Consulting Engineer on a regular basis for the execution

of the majority of his work;

(h) The work is to be carried out overseas in a remote area

or under difficult or unusual conditions;

(i) The works are novel in character, and involve the use 6f

experimental materials or techniques;

(Q) The work includes a high proportion of buildings and

building work;

(k) There is a large amount of reinforced concrete work and bar

bending schedules are required;

(1) There is a large aount of structural steel work;

(m) The work requires a large amount of inspection work and

witnessing of tests on plant and. equipment;

(n) The engineers are required to assist in operation and

management;

(o) The engineers are required to employ or use an excessive

percentage of comparatively inexperienced local staff;

(p) The engineers are required to train local personnel.

In any of these cases, adjustments will be required in the recommended

scales of fees. The graphs could, however, be used for comparison

purposes when considering the suitability of fees proposed in any particular

case, provided any special circumstances are taken into account when

making the comparison.



APPENDIX I

SUPPLEHENTARY RE7PORT ON THE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THE
. .CO.iPA7y FOR OC.ST UOd'ION OF

WAER SY STE S IN 

Relationship Beteen Client Engineer an, Contractor

In the construction of public water systems the client engages a

consulting engineer to design such works in the event that their own

engineering service is not adequate to carry on the work or sufficiently

specialized. The client selects the consulting engineer not on a

competitive bidding basis but on the basis of the engineer' s reputation,

technical ability, experience and availability to do the particular

water supply study job. It is much the same procedure as an individual

selecting a physician. One does not go out and secure competitive

bids from various physicians to give one medical care, but selection

is made upon the aforesaid qualities. The person selected should be

one in which the client has implicit trust and confidence.

The consulting engineer, for a certain fee, then proceeds to make

a preliminary study of the project in question, reviewing all possible

solutions for obtaining a water supply or the best method for improving

an existing water supply system. When these preliminary studies are

completed a report is submitted to the client. The client then

determines whether the project as proposed or recommended will be under-

tahen or postponed. In the event that it is decided to undertake the

project, the engineer is then instructed to drau up detailed construction

plans and specifications to carry out the project. When these detailed

plans and specifications are completed it is customary to advertise for

bids for construction by competent contractors who are skilled in water
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supply construction. After the competitive bids are received the

client makes a selection of the contractor with the advice of his

consulting engineer. Usually the lowest bidding contractor is accepted

if he is financially responsible and technically able to carry out the

project. The contractor then proceeds with the construction of the

project following in detail the construction plans and specifications

under the supervision of the consulting engineer or his representative,

the so-called resident engineer on the job.

If there are minor ambiguities in the specifications or contract,

the consulting engineer is the arbitrator. Ho-owever, in the event

that the additional work is really beyond the scope of the specifications

the contractor has the right to additional remuneration. This remunera-

tion may ultimately have to be determined through legal processes in

the courts. The equipment that is purchased for the construction

project can either be purchased directly by the client or by the

contractor. However, in all cases it must meet the specifications

that have been set up by the client and his consulting engineer.

Thus, in a project of this type one has the client and his consulting

engineer as one party to a contract and the contractor the second party.

If the contracting, engineering and supplying of equipment are done by

one party, it is considered unethical.

eif ications

In carrying out water supply construction work there are usually

three major parts to a contract, the contract itself giving the terms

and scope of the work, the conditions under which it is to be carried

out and the payments to be made on the project and the necessary
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performance bonds, penalties and bonuses to be paid for completion

of the project.

The second part consists of detailed construction plans consisting

of detailed drawings clearly showing the work to be performed by the

contractor.

The third part of the so-called specifications gives in detail

the kind of work to be done, the manner in which it should be done,

the quality, quantity, kind and size of materials to be used.

The quality of materials to be used frequently designated by

following some accepted standard, either international or, in many cases,

American or British. These standards have been prorulgated by careful

professional study and research and usually accepted both by the

engineering and industrial organizations. For example, in the United

States specifications may be marked as follows:

ASTM - American Society of Testing Naterials
AIT17A - American !ater 'Torks Association

UTLT - Underwriters' Laboratory, Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce

Frequently, instead of going into a detailed specification for each

type of equipment, the specifications may state a certain catalogue

number for a piece of equipment, specifying this catalogfie number of a

particular manufacturer or the substitution of equipment of another

manufacturer with equal specifications. The specifications are prepared

by the engineer as information to the contractor and it is upon the basis

of the specifications that competitive bids are made by various contract-

tors. The specifications should be in sufficient detail to insure a

minimum of ambiguity so that the contractor knows exactly what the client



and engineer desire. Indefiniteness in specifications leads to

controversy, delay and costly legal action.

For example, it is not sufficient to say in specifications a

12-inch valve. To illustrate this point I have taken from the Jenkins

Manufacturing Compargj Valve Catalogue o.76 a list of 12-inch valves

that could be utilized in water systems and meet the above indefinite

specification. This list is appended to this document. You mill

note that there are 23 different valves varying in their list price

from 'il25.OO to %25.oo. Each one, however, has a definite use.

In the event that the engineer did not specify the particular type of

valve it would be natural for the contractor to put in the cheapest

valve for, after all, he is in business to make money.

The same thing can be illustrated by having indefinite specifications

for concrete work. For examnle, a 1:2:4 mix of concrete would require

about six bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete, while a 1:h:8 mix

would require less than three bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete.

Therefore, unless the proper amounts are specified, there is a tendency

for the contractor to use the leaner mixes with a consequent greater

profit to himself, but possibly very damaging to the stability and

safety of the structure.

The amount of water used in making a cubic yard of concrete is also

very important. By using a larger amount of water one obtains concrete

that is very nice in appearance but actually is not as strong structurally

as concrete made with lesser amounts of water. Therefore, the water

content of concrete must be specified.



Plans and Specifications for the *i* Plant

I have reviewed the three volumes of the so-called plans and

specifications prepared by the m* Company for the * water filtration

job. This job essentially consists of making an addition to the

existing filtration plant and building a new water filtration plant

together with a trunk line pipe connection.

These cannot be called truly contract drawings and specifications

for construction. They certainly would not be clear enough for

competitive bidding. Actually, they are more in the order of a

description of the competentness of the *** Company, their experience

and a proposal of what they can do for the city. They are simply a

reflection of what happens when an equipment manufacturer, and I believe

the *** Company could be considered a competent one, undertakes to do

engineering, supply the equipment and do the construction of the job.

Actually, it is a very unsound practice and I believe costly and not

to the best interest of the client.

For example, in the report there are photographs of the - plant

which is apparently a filtration plant built by the 4 Company0

There are also photographs of *x* plant and a photograph of the filtration

plant in *4* , although in the latter case the writer knows that this

filtration plant was not designed by *** Company, which simply supplied

the equipment.

One part of the report does include an engineering study of a

portion of the distribution system of the city of ***. This, however,

is customarily found in the preliminary engineering report on a project

and not in the construction plans and specifications.
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In general, the report could be considered more a description of

the project, although there are certain facts and figures that do form

a part of the normal specifications.

In regard to the adequacy of the report insofar as specifications

are concerned, I might point out a few shortcomings. For example, for

the electrical work on the project the report just states it should be

of good quality. This is a very indefinite statement. It does not

tell the location of the wires, their size, carrying capacity, whether

they are to be located in pipe conduits or if BX cable is being used,

Nothing is said of the type of fuse protection, the location of the

switches, the outlets or lights.

In regard to valves, pipe, etc., no standards are set up for the

quality of the material.

Apparently the report plans that the concrete work, excavation for

pipes, etc., will be done by local sub-contractors. There is nothing

in the specifications, however, to state the type of concrete to be

used, the mixture, the water content, no provisions are made for

testing and no standards set for testing the concrete so that a sub-

contractor could not tell exactly what he was supposed to do.

In regard to the pipe-laying, nothing is said in the specifications

as to the soil conditions, the manner in which the pipe shall be laid,

the type of joint used or joining material used or the method of back-

filling to prevent damage to the pipe. Nothing is said about tamping

the soil around the pipe or no method of bracing the pipes at the ends

is specified. The specifications do not specify the allowable leakage
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in the pipe and no test is specified for determining leakage and -whether

the pipe and its joints will vithstand the pressure necessary. Obviously,

unless such underground pipe can withstand the pressures involved there

will be a considerable amount of leakage which mill be difficult to

locate in the future and costly to the municipality if such leakage

does occur.

In general, the plans and report would be very inadequate to permit

competitive bidding by contractors.



LIST (V 12" VXLVrS TAKEN FROM .ENKS VYLVZS C T'LwXiU no.76

Iron Body Gate - 125 lbs. steam A 4500 F. 2C0 lbs. Non-shock Cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 26 Solid wedge, inside screw, non-rising spindle
Fig. 325, 326 - Price: screwed $125.00 - Flanged $133.00

Iron Body Gate - 125 lbs. steam at 4500F. 200 lbs. Non-shock Cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 28 Double-disc taper seat. Inside screw. Non-rising spindle.
Fig. 325 J, 326J Price: screwed $170.00 - Flanged $170.00.

Iron Body Gate - 125 lbs. steam at 4500F. 200 lbs. non-shock cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 30 - Solid Wedge. Outside screw and yoke. Rising spindle.
Price: Screwed bronze spindle $172,00 - Flanged bronze spindle $180.00
Fig. 650,651 - Screwed steel spindle $160.00 - Flanged steel spindle $168.

Iron Body Gate - 125 lbs. steam press 4500F. - 200 lbs. non-shock cold
oil, water, gas, press.
Page 32 Double disc - taper seat. Outside screw + yoke. Rising spindle
Fig. 6501, 6512 - Price: screwed $212.00 - Flanged $212.00

Iron Body Gate - 200 lbs. non-shock cold oil, water, gas. 400 lbs.
hydrostatic test.
Page 34 Double disc. parallel seat. Inside screw. Non-rising spindle
Fig. 872, 873 - Price: Screwed $170.00 - Flanged $170.00

Iron Body Gate:- 200 lbs. non-shock cold oil, water, gas.
400 lbs. hydrostatic test.
Page 36 Double disc. parallel seat. outside screw + yoke. Rising spindle.
Fig. 874, 875. Price: screwed $212.00 - Flanged $212.00

Iron Body Gate: 175 lbs. steam at 4500F. - 400 lbs., non-shock cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 40 Solid wedge. Inside screw. Non-rising spindle.
Fig. 251, 255 - Price: screwed $185.00 - Flanged $195.00

Iron Body Gate: 175 lbs. steam at 4500F. - 400 lbs. non-shock cold oil,
water, gas.
Page 42 Solid Wedge. Outside Screw + yoke. Rising spindle.
Fig. 277 253 - Price: Screwed bronze spindle 227.00 - Flanged bronze
spindle $237.00 - Screwed steel spindle 4215.00 - Flanged steel spindle
$225.00.

(List continues for two more full pages.)



APPENDIX II

Competitive bidding for professional

services not in the public interest
V.

Nor required by low, courts hold

WILLIAM N. CAREY, M. ASCE, ue..v ws . r.r.m.,. ASCE, Now Ywi. H. V.

Recent actllli, b the- ct'Ciilsi sf tilt- kind herv i'A ii.sued ,s to facali nanvcs whet professional o.rIfc .,
qmoners of the highwa v depart miiis ale a decisi haatI In price, il nmat -' ceiirieo is Indicated in an op ion
in at least two #i fur t at e; ha.vc tcr what pinlis denial-,ma maev byi atle' 1iv t he Supreme Court of the State of
served to put a;n inmilertait qluestion CIhire ha ve lln . ns where Calfi'rnia fn the case of Clyde C.
squarely aup to the ergieriermb a ra r public itlvals, even attornevs liar Kenneilv vs lfarry D. Ross, Com.
fession at least to its cavil engmeier bali hli ha. v ie in iuder thi Iro ler of the City and County of
ing segment. The questiin appears iaainderstanding 1al.tt Their pulbbk San Francisc. The opinion is idiml-
to me to resailve itself into whether wtorks laws (or ordnda-cs compiel fillI as "S.F. Nai 17,9"*.** to h
c6vil engineer consultants, and civil cintiwt itive hidding on all vinitracts San Franciolvo case it was aliqd ft
engineer state and local itllicials, coiened with pliblia o wo r ks A certain engineering services for Ilk
should abandon their long-held -oin typical clause iii peilic works laws caty si.ould have been ciotracted Or
tention that engineering is a 1prtfes follows after receipt of conaipetitive bids be.
soon. eau of the city ordinance rwqutg

Two state highway departients I"VerV """o"r"'l h t M, " " " completative hids for things and sv-
recently have invited competitive t'he Nte fhghwj I'ps.irl"'lt "his 1. " i" aces Costing over a certain 3Sm.
bids from engineers f4)r the fumishing ',"JE",'e, '"' .isnitn- f 111 The city enigineer's office
of professional engineering services in .- Ull o the ernipmer under psuor
certain state highway projects I n fenail' anti ;itihhedeli t , iIi, ". sional procedures but the cantralki
each case it was provided that sealed refaised payment on the grounds thWt
bids or proposals would be received Under the claise alsv, quotaed tr the city ordinance bad not bemn
up to a certain date, then opened anid sonie siiitlar prtovisa. ii, public tohcials followed. Tile ctintrosVerSy VM ca-
reviewed sometines feel thev must obtain ned to the Supretme Court of the

Fither a bid form ear a form (f a finial ampelt it iv bid- I,, l .r.tinala engi- St ate iif Califoria. Some of the
contract was furnished hv the etate. niecnig arv ita" 4)elelv eiough. if pa'rtment lira.w!, in the opm
and each engmeer was mivitied to III fiuitsile legal cinisultit ion is required haiieud down are quoted below.
sert in the formii his pnce for furnish bv them- saia jiubce Othcals con. While peoamitimg -kit that the City
ing the services etlined in each nected witi the san- liuilibe works Charter went ta great pains to re-
ease the usual escape clause, generallv prject, tre never lears t hat thev quire that contracts for the cowstrow -
of no practical effect unless all hid% attempt to engiiage i'li 'h miasltig fitwn of public works should be sub-
are reeted, was Included It is legal wAryvices throusigh etiint itt' a ject t) ctmpinetitive bidding. the
that the owner referves the ' right te hidnllag practweas. 'liev re.igm/c Coutirt noted that it "dies not follow

* reject any e %Al blds -Ii is on this the law a'. a lroe lt'ssn ill and the% ci.ni that strict coimphance with that re.
slender thread that rannie public fh'rn (s pripijr pirufe-ssi~ioial pirece quirement must be maintained in pr-
oficials ani uaitior engmeers base a ires lhv seeii ua.war' that en. curing expert servicesto furnish plans
Mintentoni that bhils or propisals re. gmeetrig alsi t a is Ct p i".'.oiti IhV and specificatieans for the contluc-

* ceived are Plitt naversarilv judgel on ci irt'.. heowever, have clearlv held tew ''
a price b64m,4. and therelore. that the thast at as il citing the dlecision on another
lpiru('edUrW diset, aot vioLate the ASCF. case (Ls Angeles Dredging Co. vs
C'ate of ithis Not required by law -long Reach, supra 210 Cal.). the

Itioth rilg'iaeers adi public oi tal' A g us! es.aaa1ilp III lieow the courts sauter CaliforuniaSupreuse Court stad
kLIaaw f(ill well that the eiuly pur posm. eek .ei C iiit1inpet'tii h11eilang %.fe that "it was recognized that the
d ritaued lpeeaioaala or bids gXaa.aiis lit pbealli Wear la, Laws and Ori are exceptiutns tip the requiremnt
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gence and ability to be elected or Negotiate with qualified etaineors engineer cannot Dotiate an agree-
& appointed could be ia) naive 4% to bor- cnnta t fc 01 Ubeppate could essibly be the- pubic ~ jComptitive bidding is not the way iflent alto factois taun, personiel,lieve it ciuld pssibly be fi the puh to obitain engineering services. It is Price or for any other reason, the at-

nterest to make contracts fair pr" practically never Adopted by indus- tempt will be abandoned and the
fe*s i services on the basis of com- trv. and when adopted by any agn client will negotiate with another
peta..e- hdding As stated it the of Rovernment, it is uwuly throug qualifed engineer. It is not intended

tdler vs Hioyle California cast, it is ignorancev #ti the part of the govern- or implied that ASCE recommends
beyond peradventure that the loait-st nanc-aal noit conterned The Federal that it is in the public interest that

dder might be the least capable and largest single the factor of price be sgladed in suchmost nexpenenced.'* r s %l tederalemney for public works negotiations. It is to be emphad
phens vs Me amnmon. wherethe snd th-Cangres s is ever ulert to rks however, that the cost of engineeringTexas Supreme Court- stated, t" vidl laws to safeguar the expendi- service is but one factor, anti a minor
construe the statute contendet- for ture of public works funds The one, in the total cost of the project
ca4apetitave bidding for a prtfte Defcnso lmrtment probably spends involved. Qualifications other than

stinal service contract> would place m -ft oi Ow federal funds Regula- direct cost of engineering should carry
a prenaunrn upon mfcoipUijtenev- tioins of :h Iefense Department most of the weight in negotiations for

It should be clear that the best proavi.ie that engineering and archi- Proessional serces.
engineering service obtainable on an tectural services shall he procuredengtneering project assures the public by neg.t.i-atit- not through any
of the best results. 1kest results attempt at ctomi-petitive bidding. Themeans the best design and construc basic clause in this regulation fol- The procurement of professionaltam for the purpose at the least cost. low engineering services for public waft
The cost of the engineering serice through negotiation, rather than by
for a project is a very smnall piart (of Ihe 4witioa of archotecturil and esl- attempting competitive bidding pro-its total cos(, perhaps but 4 tit X per netfa"s firn fer 'he preparation of plan, cedures, has been pronounced by the
cent of the total, The difference "" ' courts as being in accordance with
between the cost of clinstruction of a ,te,. ,uh A, mdatet planning. rngine g o laws. Te courts have gum5
project which is even tinged with sAlldaa--, amit mnveStilgaiion.s. will not bawd farther and have pointed out that
bad design or unsound engineering upon competitive bidding prociedu but attempts by public agencies to ob-
judgment and the contract price for -Aelv upon the proofessninoal qualifications tain professional services
cuonstructang a wel designed project ravivauarY for the satisfawctov performance competitive bidding are not in
can easily amount to several tan-s tat the wviues required " public interest The
the engineering lee. Cheapo design This .le principle is followed by cies of the FPedsasGovauwmst
always means high construction Costs. the %tomic Fnergy Conuission, the through which billions of public f#We

There are unscrupulous tnein in the DIepartmentt of the Interior and its are expended on public works every
engineering profession as there are Bureau it kcclamiation. The Gen- yeat; prOCUre profMinml MV
in medicine and in Law. Our lir.,fr, eral N-r, aies Administration which through negotiation. State and lad
sional licensig laws only partlY supervses many other public con- governnuts follow federal pratiW'
protect the public from these shoddy tracts ' 1 the government adheres to with rare exception.
characters: Professional cidaro of this saar principle as do most other *-caiesd professional engiaeu'lg
ethics in these fields and the mnner units bf goiverniment, state and kscej. services by licensed engineers samus-
in which the practitioners of these The detailed procedure recoin- times can be procured through on-
professmons conform or fail to oiaie mo naaled lav ASCE through which petitive bidding. In the sre
to these cales usually serve to set an client should engage professional where this practice is rortWd to,
the truly professaurial men apart engineering services is set forth on trouble unsualy follows. em-
from .the unethical. In the (Ole of J'age 7 of the ASCE Manual of Pro- siuction costs folow cheap
Ethics of the American :wt'mcts ,i fcs.iinal Practice, Manual No. 29 always. Inspiteofhigh
Civil Engineers, it is stated that For ready reference, this recon. cests, cheap deign and its satirl
"It sha be consiered unprofei on.f it nde proedure is quoted below: companiog bad engneeruig Je
and inconsistent with honorable auli entt sully well restt in

digfid lang fr ny emtr - in a liq tA engineers rfton, failitre aftali coombWrUM.onthe Amierican Saiety of il 1 % quam to such as othe- P-frto main odes of M (hmneers . to participate all fompistt ior two main reaso 01ng, to
tise bidding or a pnee has. i pru . Iioss1ir tahich ons of the esin. from involvemayt withra
cure a prolfist'sonal enrag.agse'nrue 0 1 11. r i ai.rv ort-l 1, htrs qualified fr the
This clause does not purimrt to, pr' v it wlus.tr 4nagevrne-rnt under cvnoiejation sharpers or worse. The ocher le
hibet V1mp'titiin Amoong ee'14-r attsib the engineer, so se. state fundtamental principles of en
nor is there ntetan nt ar ttem t f- - * of the nature and estent and practice for the Winduct of ind-S our as therea inte nt ireat hib vislauas within the profteglon. lb.pur siatter lramfeon laines prohibit 4 Ili ca- -ainatilarnevs of fees to be ASCE Code of Ethics ibits cna-cornA-tatioa ara os laaers somt las * harl 'it. iw chetkit math -eae'ce of petition on a prwe &.Ptaors All clerl prohibit ompelsta s h- it vt'aoem unatl rsiiie- works laws and ordinances de m,turn on a pruir bis, and plui lv, *,a 1 Fagsgerneir-a involving prelaI'Iiuatl re-.ofr competitive bidding ongmsan the pubbe iaterest. As has ben "-lisag.s.sn a-t ra-lairi' ihould oantra (e e a onai sertice n digemea
indicatedi Any member of ASCF 1n-s is, it-nams fe-i in raw addisic' interest is served bae t when
c'anvie-td of violating it. s te f "1" 'Ing V-1vi i are requaird at a lter nee ed profesional se rviea wet is-
Fthscs is subject t) disc-pline, caven ""it ' thi a'ne I'v.jet cured through negotiation with quali-
expulsion fron.4bie Saci-ti., a srern 'his a4. a clearcut statement of 4ed profesnonl people wbtho me-t
se-foul matter to any truly pr- -fs how nie-gitiatiaf should be carried themlves in accordancewth tbumoinal nuisan out Obviously. if the client-and the accepted codes of ethics and practie.
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that contracts must be let under State of New York is another in the feasibility of bulding a satis
Pclapetitive bidding." The Court point. Clyde Potts, an engineer, was factory school addition for a stated
fwrther cited a quotation from M.- retained on a contract to investigate sum Construstion was one thing
Qmai~s on MuusiniPo Corperalwnr, the water company's rates. The but the service (if the consulting eng
Vol. 2, curt held-that the statute requinng neer requiring professional %kill and

.1i1n1 as to coompetitave ailing competitive bidding was "inappli- judgmelv wits sonethmig quite df
have bas held so to apply to contracts cable to a, contract for professional ferent
O portima alvkv depending upon the services . where value of services One of the dearest prmn4tuncements
Ps dd or ability of the individual. depends on skill with which they are on the question was made by a Penn-
smir as the swevi of an attorne -it performed. ' sylvania court in the case o Stratton
ow. a mpriteasdet or architect or a A Texas case Involving engineers vs Allegheny County (245 Pa. St-o -- iin and nperviskg engineer. and and architects has direct bearing, 519 1914). In this case the lawto thole tofmat proessino al Gulf -htulithic -.s Nueces County provided that all contracts should

i hente the outboritie have a dire (I pI Sm. 2nd 3 129). Here the be let to the lowest respitmsible bidder
tie as to his qm tis " court said; after reasonable notice. The court

The Calornisa Supreme Court in "Our courto- h r- repeatedli recognited said,
Ob solse cam very aptly cited an- thal vrit'jti, oil to fi"turr involved in tis It has never been held. as far as we.h ve
Ohr & se in point, Miller vs Boyle, vw, involving '.ecoil skill and experience, been able to ascertain, that the above pl-
usp,. (43 Cal. App. :), as follows were not aithi the contemplation of the visions apply in the making of coantrets13atutei, 4I)competilve bids i t would he ror the employment of attornevs. phyvssics

As wiehittet is as artist His work re- hiierou% mdeeil if a county should publish engineers and other% involving prolemseidw tae. skilLand technical learning and to ihe wr'l thst it fe'ired to let the lowest skill
lify of a rues kind. Advertising might tidti t . nitra to upervise the building

brkg volosy bibs, but it is beyond perud- 'if All r!ateolm road system involving the Reference is also made in this case
woth, t the lowest bidder might he the expeniiture (of 82 million in the verv to Dillon on MAumnstpal Corpwoalwss.

be impa e and smast mexperienced, and nature of things. the legislature in passing section 12(M:
abooely tomweptable. As well advertise thi stjtutt did not contemplate that serv-
barhawoerlyrcivlegineer for the city and ic-es of this kind covered by the contract "Scientific knowledge or profeuuionam kil
2intua its vast alains and important inter- in quest ion should be subject to competitive has also been regarded as fuirnishing an e-
ants to the e who would work for the least bid," ception to the statutors rule Thus it has
MsOe." heen said that the servce of a lawyer. of

- The Court also pointed out that Not in thie public interost A phs-sician, or of an architeet or a su'reyme
TeOther exas cases noted are Ste- are not embraced within the provision re"T'he employment of a person whol is Ote eA.me oe r t.quirng the letting of rontrarts to the lowt

big*iy and technically skilled in his "'btns vs Nlo.'aniimon -1931 (40 S' bidder
science or profession is one which may 2nd 7! a aI Stephens vs McCam,
properly be made without compet mon 192 ., SW Sec 56i (Texas A basic concept which runs through
tivebidding." As might beexpected, Supreme Cirurt Here the court many of these and other similar court
in the Kennedy vs Ron case, the said. decisions on this subject is the self-
Court directed the controller to pay i hjl tha, contracts fur this kind of evident fact that it is impsble to
the engineer's boll on the ground thit wok miusi le let Ito ihe Inlwet bidder would obtain truly competitive buds for a
the engineer had been engaged in a mievii.abh result in the countv being placed service under conditions where the
hgal and proper manner. iml a pooiation ahkch could require it to ac bidders obviously would be bidding

Ia anoy other cases other courts vo*pt thc wrvice. of nminpetent person, on furnishing differing services
have ruled on this question. For ex Naturalloo coe who has no skill. experience Stated another way, unless a defnite
ample, there follows part of a report lit ,* huiok l knowledge could under hid specification can he written to cover
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COPY APPENDIX III
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND WORKS

Trans works House
P.O.Box 547
Colombo

12th December, 1955

Gentlemen,
Ceylon Aberdeen-Laksapana Hydro-Electric

Scheme - Stage 11B

The Government of Ceylon desires to embark, as early as possible,

on what is known as Stage 11B of the Aberdeen - Laksapana Hydro--Electric

Scheme. I annex a Report by essrs. Preece, Cardew & Rider of Queen

Anne's Gate, Westrainster, S.W.1, London, U.K., Engineering Consultants

dealing with this stage of development.

2. The Ministry of Transport and Works is not committed to the

acceptance of the design of the scheme prepared by Messrs. Preece,

Cardew & Rider and desires to examine the merits of any alternative

scheme which Constructing firms, who are interested in undertaking

the project, may wish to suggest.

3. I am writing to you on the subject as you would probably desire to

have the opportunity of offering your services as Contractors for the

execution of the work.

4. The precise manner of proceeding with the scheme has not yet been

decided. It will be noted that the scheme, as presently designed, calls

for a 41-mile tunnel. The question, for instance, whether the alter-

native of an open flume to convey the water would be cheaper in cost

and is technically sound having regard to the topography of the country
and the risk of land slides, in view of the high rainfall averaging
220 inches a year, is a matter which would, of course, require close

investigation.

5. I shall be glad if you will scrutinise the Report and inform me

(i) whether any fundamental changes in the design of the scheme
for Stage 11B to develop 50 M.W. of electrical power
merits examination;

(ii) if so, the nature of such change and what fee, if any, you
would charge for a preliminary report with estimate of cost

of the work, after inspection of the site, if necessary;

(iii)how long it would take you:
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(a) to furnish the report; and

(b) to prepare detailed plans and speci-
fications and tender for the execution
of the entire work on the basis of the
scheme prepared by you;

(iv) in the event of the basic design prepared by hessrs.
Preece, Cardew & Rider being considered the most
economical, whether you would offer to prepare,
without cost, detailed plans and specifications
and tender for the execution of the work; and

(v) how long it would take you to furnish the data
and quotations specified in (iv) above,

6. The construction work will be supervised by the Department of
Government Electrical Undertakings and a firm of Consultants selected
by the Ceylon Government.

7. I should be grateful if you would send me as early as is possible
a reply.

Yours faithfully,

Permanent Secretary,
MIinistry of Transport & Works



APPENDIX IV

MODEL FORK OF AGREFliENT

Agreement Between a Client and Consulting Engineers for the Design
and Supervision of

WORKS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

AE1ORANDUh OF AGREENT, made the day of One thousand
nine hundred and BETWEEN (Name and address)

(hereinafter called "the Client") of the one part (names) practising
as Consulting Engineers at (address) under the style of (name of firm)
(who and the survivors or survivor of whom are hereinafter called "the
Consulting Engineers") of the other part.

WHEREAS the Client has considered and approved the proposals
reccmended in a report submitted by the Consulting Engineers, now
intends to proceed with the construction of (here describe briefly

the proposed work)(hereinafter called-'the Works") and has requested

the Consulting Engineers to undertake and perform the duties hereinafter
mentioned which the Consulting Engineers have agreed to do upon and
subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.

NOW THESE PRESENTS WITNESS and it is hereby agreed and declared
by and between the parties hereto as follows:

1. Appointment of Consulting Engineers. The Client hereby appoints
the Consulting Engineers and the Consulting Engineers accept the appoint-
ment on the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.

2. Duties of Consulting Engineers. The duties to be performed
by the Consulting Engineers are:

A. The preparation in outline of such drawings, estimates and other
engineering documents as are necessary to enable the proposals for the
construction of the Works to be submitted for preliminary approval by
the Client or by the appropriate Government Department or Public Authority,
including as may be necassary in the particular case:

(a) A survey or surveys of the site.
(b) Investigation of available data or information relating

to the Works.
(c) Advice to the Client as to the necessity for special investiga-

tions of conditions of sub-soil, tide or weather and arranging
on the Client's bohalf for boring tests, trial pits, test
piling, models or other investigations as may be agreed to be

necessary.
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(d) Consultation with any architect appointed by the Client in
regard to the architectural treatment of the Works.

(e) The making of such modifications in the outline drawings
and estimates of the Works in connection with the consultations
aforesaid as may be approved by the Client.

B. The preparation of the drawings and engineering documents necessary
for seeking the formal approval of the appropriate Government Department
or Public Authority to the construction of the Works and the preparation
of all drawings and other documents to enable the Works to be tendered
for or otherwise ordered by the Client, including as may be necessary
in the particular case:

(a) The making of designs, drawings, specifications and preparing
schedules or bills of quantities.

(b) The making or adapting of conditions of contract, forms of
tender and invitations to tender and submitting the same
for approval and decision of the Client.

(c) Advising the Client as to tenders, tenderers, prices and
estimates for the carrying out of the Works provided that
no tender shall be accepted or order be placed by the
Consulting Engineers except on behalf of the Client and
with his authority in writing.

C. The general supervision of and other services in connection with
the carrying out of the Works, including as may be necessary in the
particular case:

(a) Advising as to the preparation of the contract relating to
accepted tenders.

(b) Preparing any further plans, designs and drawings necessary
for the carrying out of the Works.

(c) Examining and approving Contractors' details.
(d) Making arrangements on behalf of the Client for the inspection

and testing during manufacture of such materials and plant
as are usually inspected and tested.

(e) Issuing instructions to Contractors and generally supervising
the execution of the Works, including such site visits as
the Consulting Engineers consider necessary.

(f) Issuing all certificates for payments to Contractors.
(g) Supervising acceptance tests on site.
(h) Assisting in settling disputes or differences that may arise

between the Client and Contractors excepting litigation and
arbitration.

(i) Providing the Client on completion of the Works with such
record drawings as are necessary for operation and maintenance.

3. Remuneration of Consulting Engineers. The remuneration of the
Consulting Engineers for the performance of the necessary services under
Clauses 2A, B and C of this agreement shall be calculated as a fee on
the basis and in the manner set out in Part I of the Schedule hereto
and shall become due to the Consulting Engineers (subject to any special
arrangements for interim payments) as follows:



(a) Two-tenths of the fee shall become due when such duties as
may be necessary under Clause 2A have been completed.

(b) A further five-tenths of the fee together with the whole
of the additional percentage fee for the design of structural
steelwork and reinforced concrete shall become due when such
duties as may be necessary under Clause 2B have been completed.

(c) The remaining three-tenths of the fee shall become due as
and when the work proceeds in proportion to the value of the
work certified.

Provided that if the Consulting Engineers shall prepare the contract
plans, designs and drawings, in addition to the services under Clause 2A,
then one-half of the fee shall become due under sub paragraph (a) and
two-tenths of the fee shall become due under sub paragraph (b).

Payments or intermediate payments under this clause shall be
calculated on the cost of the accepted tender, or if no such tender
has been recei-ved, on the best estimate of the cost of the Works at the
time payments become due. Such payments or intermediate payments
shall rank solely as payments on account towards the total fee ultimately
payable and calculated on the Cost of the Works, as defined in Clause 6.

Where fees are based upon the time occupied, the Consulting Engineers
shall be paid for work done by themselves and by their technical assistants
at the rates shown in Part II of the Schedule hereto.

Payments on account shall be made in such amounts and on such dates
as may from time to time be agreed. The final payment shall be made
within three months of the completion of the work; should the Contractor' s
account of the work not be completed by then, payment shall be made on
the best estimate of the cost at the expiration of three months after
completion, any adjustment necessary being made when the accounts have
been completed.

4. Additional Duties. Should the Client require the Consulting
Engineers to undertake additional duties such as advising or assisting
in connection with:

(a) Obtaining Parliamentary Powers or linisterial Orders.
(b) Departmental Enquiries not directly concerned with the Works.
(c) The valuation, purchase, sale or leasing of lands or the

obtaining of wayleaves.
(d) The making of such revisions as may be required to obtain the

formal approval of the appropriate Government Department
or Public Authority.

(e) Obtaining formal consents by outside Authorities or persons
having rights or powers in connection with the Works or the
site thereof.

(f) The making of special or extensive surveys.
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(g) Supervising and reporting on model tests or special investiga-
tions on sub-soil, tide, weather, etc.

(h) Preparing and setting out details and calculations in a form

suitable for submission to any appropriate authority.

(i) Preparing shop details for steel work.

(j) The failure of any Contractor to perform his contract.

(k) Arbitration or other legal proceedings.
then the Consulting Engineers shall undertake such duties on terms and

conditions to be agreed between the parties.

5. Out-of-pocket Expenses. In addition to the remuneration to

be paid under this agreement the Consulting Engineers shall be reimbursed

by the Client all out-of-pocket expenses actually and properly incurred

by them in connection with the Works in respect of:

(a) Printing, reproduction and purchase of all documents, drawings,
maps and records.

(b) Fees for special professional advice and laboratory investiga-
tions as may be obtained by arrangement with the Client.

(c) Telegrams and telephone calls other than local.
(d) Travelling and hotel expenses and other similar disbursements.

(e) Advertising for tenders and for resident site staff, provided
that the Consulting Engineers and the Client may agree on an

increase in the scale of fee to cover any or all of the expenses
under (a) to (e) above.

6. Cost of Works. A. For the purpose of ascertaining the remunera-

tion to be paid under Clause 3 hereof the Cost of the Works or any part
thereof shall be deemed to include:

(a) The amount certified to the Contractor, or the amount certified
as cost of Works if carried out by direct labor, of Works

designed, specified or supervised by the Consulting Engineers,
before deduction of liquidated damages or penalties (if any).

(b) A fair valuation of any labor, materials, manufactured goods
or machinery, provided by the Client and of the use and waste
(including all cost of repairs) of constructional plant and
equipment belonging to the Client which he shall require to
be used in the carrying out of the Works.

(c) The market value as though they were purchased new, of any
second-hand materials, manufactured goods and machinery
incorporated in the Works.

B. The Cost of the W1orks shall not include the following items:

(d) Administrative expenses incurred by the Client.
(e) Payments made to the Consulting Engineers.
(f) Salaries, travelling, out-of-pocket and office expenses of

resident site staff.



(g) Interest on capital during construction and the cost of
raising moneys required for carrying out the construction
of the Works.

(h) Cost of land and wayleaves.

7. Supervision on Site. The Consulting Engineers shall, subject to
the approval of the Client which shall not be unreasonably withheld,
appoint such resident site staff as is necessary for the efficient super-
vision of work on site or alternatively shall nominate such staff for
appointment by the Client. In either case, such staff shall take
instructions from the Consulting Engineers only. The salaries, allowances,
travelling, office and out-of-pocket expenses of such staff shall be paid
by the Client or if mutually agreed by the Consulting Engineers, but if
paid by the Consulting Engineers such payments shall be refunded to them
monthly by the Client. The Client shall provide such local office
accommodation, furniture, equipment and transport as shall be reasonably
necessary for the use of the resident staff. In the event of the
Consulting Engineers, with the approval of the Client, not appointing a
full-time resident staff for the supervision of the work on site, they
shall be entitled to charge for any necessary additional services rendered
by themselves and their assistants on a time basis calculated in accordance
with the scale in Part II of the Schedule hereto.

8. Damage or Destruction of Works. If at any time before the
completion of the Works any part of the Works or the equipment therefor
shall be damaged or destroyed by operations of war or other cause, the
Client shall pay to the Consulting Engineers the appropriate fee for any
additional work which may be required to be designed and supervised by
them as a result of such damage or destruction.

. 9. Postponement, Cancellation or Abandonment of Works. In the
event of the whole or any part of the Works being postponed, cancelled
or abandoned then the payment to be made to the Consulting Engineers for
services performed in respect of that part of the Warks so postponed,
cancelled or abandoned shall be determined in accordance with Clauses 3,
,. 5 and such other Clauses of this Agreement as may be applicable thereto
with such appropriate adjustments as may be necessary having regard to
the services performed prior to the Works being so postponed, cancelled
or abandoned). Payments under this Clause shall be calculated on the best
estimate of the value of the relevant part of the Works had it been com-
pleted at the time of its postponement, cancellation or abandonment.
If, at a later date, the Works which have been postponed, cancelled or
abandoned or any part thereof are again proceeded with, any payments made
under this Clause shall rank solely as payments on account towards the
total fee ultimately payable on such Works and calculated on their actual
cost. If the whole or any part of the Works is postponed and additional
services by the Consulting Engineers are necessary in connection with the
resumption of such Works, a fee additional to the amounts payable under
Clauses 3,4,5 and other Clauses hereof shall be due, the fee being on a
time basis in accordance with the scale shown in the Schedule hereto.
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10. Alterations or i1odifications to Designs. In the event of circum-
stances arising which could not have been reasonably foreseen, or in the
event of the Client ordering modifications to completed designs or altera-
tions to designs in progress, which require the alteration or remaking of
any specification, drawings or other documents prepared in whole or in
part by the Consulting Engineers, the whole of the cost of revising,
amending or reproducing documents to bring the work up to the stage at
which it was modified shall be the subject of additional payment, computed
on a time basis in accordance with the scale shown in the Schedule hereto,
together with any out-of-pocket expenses incurred.

11. Care and Diligence, The Consulting Engineers shall exercise all
reasonable skill, care and diligence in the discharge of the duties agreed
to be performed by them and in so far as any of their duties are discre-
tionary shall act fairly as between the Client and the Contractor or
Contractors. The Consulting Engineers shall have authority to make minor
alterations to design involving minor variations to cost as may be necessary
or expedient, but they shall obtain the prior approval of the Client to
any substantial modification of the design and cost of the Works and to
any instruction to a Contractor which constitutes a substantial variation,
omission or addition to the contract.

12. Data to be Supplied to Consulting Engineers. The Client shall
furnish all pertinent data and information and give such assistance as
shall reasonably be required for the carrying out by the Consulting Engineers
of their duties under this Agreement and the Consulting Engineers and the
Client shall use all reasonable expedition and despatch in carrying out the
provisions of this Agreement.

13. Ownership of Documents and Copyright. All documents prepared
by the Consulting Engineers in connection with the Works are the property
and copyright of the Consulting Engineers subject to their use by the
Client for the particular Works to which this Agreement relates, and the
Client shall not be entitled, either directly or indirectly, to make use
of such documents for the carrying out of any additional or similar work.

14. Publicity Relating to the Works. In cases where notice or
display boards are erected on the site, the Consulting Engineers shall
have the right, if they so elect, to have their name, designation and
address inscribed on such boards, and to have their name and designation
included when commemorative tablets or stones are provided in the finished
structure. The Consulting Engineers shall also have the right, subject
to the Client's approval, to publish descriptive articles with or without
illustrations, relevant to the Works, either on their own account or in
conjunction with other parties concerned.

15. Non-assignment. The Consulting Engineers shall not have the
right to assign or transfer the benefit and obligations of this Agreement

or any part thereof and the same shall automatically came to an end on the
death of the survivor of them but without prejudice to the accrued rights
of either party against the other under this Agreement provided, however,
that it shall be lawful for the Consulting Engineers at any time to take
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into tartnership another Partner or Partners and that he or they shall
thence be deemed to be included in the expression "the Consulting
Engineers" where the context so allows or permits.

16. Arbitration. Any dispute or difference arising out of this
Agreement shall be referred under the provisions of the Arbitration Act,
...... ) or any statutory modifications or re-enactment thereof for the

time being in force to the arbitration of a person to be mutually agreed
upon or, failing agreement, of some person appointed by the President
for the time being of the Institution of ( name ) Engineers of ( country ).

IN WITNESS whereof, etc.

SCHEDULE

PART I

Basis of Remuneration

The scale of charges shall be on the basis of....

PART II

Hourly and Daily Rates

The scale of charges on a time basis shall be as follows;

Time expended by clerical staff (unless otherwise agreed) shall not
be chargeable.

Time spent by Partners, Directors and Technical Staff in travelling
shall be chargable.'
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ERRATA

Background to Procedure on iuployment of

Consulting Engineers

prepared by

Yr. Brian H. Colquhoun, Engineering Adviser

June 25, 1956

Page 27, line 2 for '(a)', read '(A)I

" 3 for '(a) and (b)', read t(A) and (B)t

5 for '(c)', read '(C)'

29, " 10 for 'Category (E)', read'Category (F)'

Engineering Adviser
October 29, 1956
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